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Precipitation hardenable aluminum alloys are well-known for their high strength-
to-weight ratio, good thermal stability, electrical conductivity, and low cost. Al-Sc alloys 
micro-alloyed with rare earth and transition metal elements can be strengthened for 
ambient and high temperature applications. This is primarily due to the precipitation of 
coherent, hard, finely distributed, and coarsening resistant, nanosized Al3(X) trialuminide 
precipitates. In addition to precipitation strengthening, equal channel angular pressing 
(ECAP) can be applied to further enhance mechanical properties of this system by 
microstructure modification.  
In this work, the effect of ECAP on microstructure modification, precipitate 
evolution, and mechanical response of a high temperature aluminum alloy with micro-
additions of Er, Sc, Zr, V, Si was investigated. Combined strengthening with yield strength 
up to ~180 MPa was achieved after aging to peak hardness followed by grain refinement 
through ambient temperature ECAP using route 4Bc. Subsequently, a different processing 
approach of ECAP after homogenization was also carried out. Tensile results showed only 
a slight improvement of about 2-5% in yield strengths of peak-aged followed by ECAP 
(PA-ECAP) alloy as compared to homogenized followed by ECAP (H-ECAP) alloy. 
Mechanical tests combined with calorimetry studies and scanning/transmission electron 
microscopy confirmed the occurrence of dynamic precipitation during ambient 




established that ECAP can significantly influence the kinetics and distribution of 
precipitates in these alloys.  
Furthermore, pre- and post- ECAPed alloys were subjected to annealing heat 
treatments. The variations in microhardness after annealing heat treatments at different 
temperatures highlighted the important role nanoprecipitates play in maintaining 
microstructure stability of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si before and after ECAP. Microstructure 
evolution during static annealing (without the application of load) and dynamic annealing 
(with applied load) was also studied using interrupted high temperature tensile tests 
followed by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis. Results showed that there 
is a difference in deformation mechanism for H-ECAP and PA-ECAP. Among the two 
processing routes, although the magnitude of static and dynamic grain growth in H-ECAP 
condition was found to be higher than PA-ECAP condition, it showed superior elevated 
temperature strength and ductility. 
Lastly, electrochemical characteristics of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si with micro-additions of 
Group 5 transition elements (V, Nb, or Ta) added individually and then exposed to saline 
media. There is slight increase in activity of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si after addition of any of Group 
5 elements (V, Nb, or Ta) which justifies their addition to improve ambient and elevated 
temperature mechanical properties. The order of mechanical strength is Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-V 
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
1.1 Aluminum and its alloys 
There is an ever-increasing demand for lightweight, high performance, corrosion 
resistant metallic alloys. In particular, alloys that offer high specific stiffness and high 
specific strength at ambient temperature and superior creep resistance at elevated 
temperature are highly sought after by various industries [1][2]. Therefore, an important 
practical goal is to design optimal processing routes to further improve mechanical 
properties and enhance performance of lightweight alloys at a suitable cost.  
Aluminum alloys readily satisfy the design criteria of lightweight, and high 
specific strength at room temperature. Strengthening of aluminum alloys at room 
temperature and elevated temperature is a comprehensive subject in materials science with 
a strong practical importance. The ultimate aim generally is to have materials with high 
strength-to-weight ratio, in order to achieve better efficiencies in high end applications. 
However, aluminum alloys still have limited use when it comes to elevated temperature 
applications. This is because Al alloys generally don’t meet the strength, durability and 
stability requirements of high temperature applications. Precipitation hardening is one of 
the most effective strengthening processes which relies on alloying additions and heat-
treatments to improve the mechanical response of metallic alloys [3]. Precipitation relies 
on solutes that have higher solubility at elevated temperatures and decreasing solubility at 




elevated temperature strengths. In most conventional precipitation hardenable Al alloys, 
semi-coherent, incoherent metastable precipitates present at high temperature (~300 °C) 
result in the reduction of creep resistance [5]. 
1.2 Generations of scandium containing aluminum alloys 
Scandium containing aluminum alloys are heat-treatable, precipitation-hardenable 
alloys [6].  They contain coherent, finely distributed, hard, L12 ordered, nanosized Al3Sc 
tri-aluminide precipitates that contribute to ambient temperature strength by either 
precipitate shearing or Orowan looping mechanism [6], [7]. In addition, these Al3Sc 
precipitates provide potent coarsening resistance and enable the use of Al-Sc alloys at 
significantly higher temperatures of up to 350°C, as compared to conventional age-
hardenable 2xxx and 6xxx series Al alloys [6]–[8]. Mechanical properties of Al-Sc alloys 
can be improved by ternary additions with transition or rare earth metals that substitute 
for the rather expensive Sc to produce more coarsening resistant, coherent, Al3(Sc1−yXy) 
precipitates [9]–[11]. The faster diffusing components segregate to the core of the tri-
aluminide precipitates.   In fact, partial substitution of the rather expensive Sc by elements 
such as Zr, Er, and Yb leads to the formation of coarsening resistant core-shell morphology 
precipitates [15–17]. 
Summary of various generations of Scandium containing Aluminum alloys: 
1. Al-Sc binary system (Sc addition below 0.23%) 
a. Forms L12-ordered Al3Sc precipitates 
b. Coarsening resistant to ~300°C 




2. Al-Sc-Zr ternary system – Group VIA (Ti, Zr, Hf) slower diffusers than Sc 
a. Forms Al3(Sc,Zr) precipitates – Sc core, Zr shell 
b. Substitutes Sc – reduces cost 
c. Coarsening resistance to 400°C 
3. Al-Sc-Er ternary system – Rare Earth (Er, Yb) faster diffuser than Sc 
a. Forms Al3(Sc,RE) precipitates – RE core, Sc shell 
b. Substitutes Sc – reduces cost 
c. Increases lattice parameter mismatch 
4. Al-Er-Sc-Zr quaternary system – Er faster diffuser than Sc and Zr 
a. Forms core/double-shell precipitates 
b. Coarsening resistant to 400°C due to Zr additions 
c. Increased lattice mismatch due to Er additions 
5. Proposed High Temperature Al Alloy: 
Al-Er-Sc-Zr-X quinternary system – X is Group VA (V, Nb, or Ta) 
a. (V, Nb, or Ta) slower diffusers than Er, Sc, and Zr  
b. Expected to form high number density Al3(Er,Sc,Zr,X) precipitates 
c. Core/triple shell “nano-onion” structure 
d. Expected to exhibit extreme coarsening resistance and superior creep 
properties. 
Table 1 display an extensive review of various generations of scandium containing alloys 
published in the literature. Selection criteria was based on wt. % of Sc and other rare-




substitution in Al-Sc alloys with Zr, Er, and V can still produce alloys with reasonable 
strength. Substitution of relatively costly Sc is necessary to make these alloys 
commercially viable. Figure 1 illustrates all the microhardness values for each generation 
in ascending order. It can be seen that reducing Sc content down to 0.014 at. % substituting 
with Er and Zr can also give microhardness around 60 HV (G5).  In our recent work with 
Erdeniz et al., we reported on the development of a vanadium micro-alloyed Al-Er-Sc-Zr-
Si alloy [16]. This system, after a double-aging heat treatment, exhibited a peak 
microhardness of 600 MPa at ambient temperature. This strength level was linked to a fine 
dispersion of nanosized, core-shell morphology, vanadium containing Al3(Sc, Er, Zr, V) 
precipitates. In addition, the alloy showed significant creep resistance up to 400C, which 
was linked to potent grain coarsening resistance, provided by these unique, core-shell 
morphology, tri-aluminide precipitates.  
Table 1 Review of various generations of Al-Sc alloys published in recent years. 
Microhardness values variation with additions of Sc, rare-earths and transition 

















300 / 24 h 















Al-0.2wt.%Sc 45 400 / 3 h 
Davydov (1996) 
[19] 
Al-0.2wt.%Sc-0.15wt.%Zr 65 400 / 24 h 
Al-0.4wt.%Sc 76 
450 / 0.15 h 
Al-0.4wt.%Sc-0.15wt.%Zr 74 
Al-0.1Zr 40.8 450 / 3 h 
Knipling (2010) 
[20] 
Al-0.1Sc-0.1Zr 75.5 400 / 3 h 
Al-0.1Sc 66.3 300 / 3 h 
Al-0.06Sc 44 325 / 3 h 
Knipling (2011) 
[21] 
Al-0.06Zr 30.5 500 / 3 h 
Al-0.06Sc-0.06Zr 64.2 425 / 3 h 
Al-0.06Sc 34.9 300 / 24 h 
Karnesky (2006) 
[10] 
Al-0.08Sc 64.2 300 / 16 h 
Al-0.64Sc-0.022Er 66.3 300 / 16 h 
Al-0.05wt.%Sc-0.15wt.%Zr 35.0 
300 / 24 h 




Al–0.05Sc–0.01Er–0.06Zr 46.6 400 / 140 h 
Vo. (2014) [22] 




350 / 16h + 
400 / 20 h Erdeniz (2017) 
[16] 
Al–0.005Er–0.02Sc–0.07Zr-0.06Si 55.0 
350 / 16h + 














Al-0.08Zr 25.3 350 / 400 h 
S.P Wen (2011) 
[23] 
Al-0.04Er-0.02Zr 37.0 350 / 2 h 
Al-0.04Er-0.04Zr 39.6 350 / 300 h 
Al-0.04Er-0.08Zr 57.3 350 / 200 h 
Al-0.04Er 40.8 350 / 0.2 h 
Al-0.18Sc 73.9 375 / 0.5 h 
Fuller (2003) [9]  
Al-0.14Sc-0.012Zr 68.3 375 / 0.8 h 
Al-0.055Sc-0.005Er-0.02Zr-0.05Si 54.2 425 / 1 h 
Luca (2016) [15] 
Al-0.014Sc-0.008Er-0.08Zr-0.1Si 57.9 400 / 3 h 
Al-0.06Sc-0.05Er-0.01Zr-0.04Si 61.8 
300 / 4 h + 




300 / 24 h + 





Al-0.12Sc 71.3 325 / 2 h Karnesky (2006) 












1.3 Equal channel angular pressing 
In addition to precipitation strengthening, severe plastic deformation (SPD) can be 
employed to further enhance strength through grain refinement in accordance with the 
Hall-Petch relationship [25]–[29]. Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is a well-
known severe plastic deformation technique that routinely produce ultra-fine grained 
(UFG) materials from bulk [30]–[32]. ECAP offers the ability to refine microstructure and 
manipulate texture in a range of different alloys [33]–[35]. ECAP is a popular SPD 
technique largely due to its strengthening effectiveness and processing efficiency [30], 
[36]–[38]. UFG structures produced by ECAP, exhibit improved strengths and fatigue life 
at ambient temperature, and can even show superplastic behavior at elevated temperatures 
[39]–[41]. The intense plastic strain imparted during ECAP ensures that the processed 
materials are fully dense and virtually free from macro-segregation typically observed in 
cast materials. ECAP of precipitation hardenable lightweight alloys is more attractive 
because it further enhances the potential of such alloys for high performance industrial 
applications. A growing body of literature has shown, precipitation kinetics, size, 
morphology and distribution of precipitates and second phase particles in the matrix of 
processed material, critically depend on the ECAP temperature and route. The influence 
of thermodynamic state of the material prior to ECAP i.e. super-saturated, peak-aged or 
overaged condition; in such scheme of things has also received some attention. In this 
context, pre-ECAP aging and post-ECAP aging are the two main processing sequences 
that are used to optimize the strengthening of precipitation hardenable alloys. In the post-




kinetics and the link between high density of lattice defects and diffusion controlled 
processes [42]–[44]. In the pre-ECAP aging, major areas of concern are the influences of 
deformation during ECAP on the precipitates distribution [45], fracturing [46], 
coarsening/dissolution [47], and subsequent microstructure stability at elevated 
temperatures. To the best of our knowledge, the impact of severe plastic deformation on 
core/shell morphology precipitates has not been investigated before in any system. 
The literature on severe plastic deformation of heat-treatable aluminum alloys 
indicates post ECAP aging at a temperature much lower than the usual aging temperature, 
can yield superior strength by taking combined benefit of both grain-size effect and 
precipitates [48]. Sordi et al. studied the precipitation kinetics in an Al-Ag alloy [46]. They 
reported that diffusion kinetics accelerated rapidly after ECAP due to the presence of 
defect structure, comprising mainly of grain boundaries, sub-grains, and dislocations. Kim 
et al. compared pre-ECAP and post-ECAP aging of 6061 Al alloy [49]. They found post-
ECAP aging to be more effective compared to aging of unpressed material. However, they 
used a low aging temperature to suppress the softening during heat treatment. Contrary to 
the favorable aspects of post-ECAP aging, Fare et al. reported small but continual decrease 
in hardness after aging of ECAPed Al-Mg-Si alloy at 180°C [44].  
1.4 Research motivation and objectives 
1.4.1 Motivation 
a) The literature indicates significantly long aging times at high temperatures for 
Al-Er-Sc-Zr-X-Si. Erdeniz et al. [16] reported double aging at 350°C / 16 h 




The goal here is to devise a processing route that would suppress or bypass 
longer aging times at high temperatures.   
b) Improve limited ductility at temperatures around 400 °C. Analyze superplastic 
ability of Al-Sc alloys. 
c) Understand role of precipitates and deformation mechanisms during 
thermomechanical characterization. 
1.4.2 Significance to Al-Sc alloys 
• Combined strengthening (precipitation hardening and grain refinement) of Al-
Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si will result in the improvement of mechanical properties at room 
temperature, as expected. However, the impact of combined strengthening on 
high temperature tensile properties shall be investigated at temperature up to 
400 °C 
• Post- and Pre- ECAP aging and its effect on precipitation kinetics and 
maintaining thermal stability of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si will be studied to identify 
the most efficient processing route that would give optimum properties at room 
temperature as well as elevated temperature. 
• It is not yet known that how ECAP influence the morphology of core/shell 
precipitates. It will be interesting to observe whether the core/shell structure of 
trialuminide precipitates is conserved after ECAP? 
• High temperature tensile comparison of Nb and Ta containing Al alloys will 






The goal of this thesis is to improve the mechanical strength and thermal stability 
through heat treatments, microstructure modification and precipitation of scandium 
containing aluminum alloys, subjected to equal channel angular pressing. The desired goal 
will be accomplished using the following objectives: 
1. Mechanical characterization of commercially pure aluminum (Al-1100) 
subjected to various ECAP routes 
• ECAP routes 1A, 2C, 4C, 4Bc and subsequent grain refinement 
• Effect of temperature on tensile strength and ductility 
• Effect of strain on tensile strength and ductility 
• Evaluate optimum ECAP route for processing of Al-Sc alloy. 
2. Grain refinement, thermal stability and role of precipitates after ECAP of an 
aged Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy 
• Comparative study of thermal stability of homogenized (H), peak-aged 
(PA), and peak-aged + ECAP (PA-ECAP). 
• Distribution and orientation of grains and precipitates. 
• Microhardness homogeneity after ECAP. 
• Role of precipitates in maintaining thermal stability and inhibiting grain 
coarsening. 
3. Precipitate evolution during and after ECAP of homogenized (supersaturated) 
Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy 




• Dynamic precipitation and post-ECAP aging studied using: DSC, DIC, 
Isochronal and Isothermal heat treatment.  
• Mechanical (Tensile, VHN) and microstructural characterization (SEM, 
TEM) 
4. Effect of ECAP on high temperature tensile behavior of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si 
alloy 
• Strain rate sensitivity using decremental strain-rate testing. 
• Evaluation of strain hardening coefficients 
• Influence of ECAP on deformation mechanisms  
• Microstructure evolution and grain growth during static annealing 
(without any applied load) and dynamic annealing (with applied load). 
5. Electrochemical characterization of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si, Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Nb-Si, 
Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Ta-Si and base condition Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si alloys 
• Open circuit potential of the three alloys in their peak-aged conditions. 
• Potentiodynamic polarization and electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy for extended period in 1% NaCl solution. 







MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF COMMERCIALLY PURE ALUMINUM ALLOY 
SUBJECTED TO VARIOUS ECAP ROUTES 
 
2.1 Introduction 
High strength light metals are always in demand and an important requirement for 
aerospace and automotive industries. Aluminum and its alloys are popularly known as 
lightweight structural materials with high specific strength, excellent corrosion resistance, 
good thermal and electrical properties, recyclability and ease in casting. Production and 
commercial aluminum and its alloys are divided into two categories: cast and wrought 
products. Wrought alloys are basically cast ingot subjected to plastic deformation 
processes, such as rolling, extruding, and drawing etc. The designation of these alloys 
represents composition and temper. 1xxx series of aluminum is > 99.0 % in purity. This 
alloy is a good representation of a commercially pure Al. One such alloy with a minimum 
purity of 99.0 % is Al-1100-O which has low mechanical properties but excellent 
workability. Al-1100 can be strengthened by strain hardening or work hardening processes 
[50].  
Grain size reduction in submicron or even nanometer range can greatly enhance 
mechanical properties according to Hall-Petch relationship [51]. Traditional methods to 
reduce grain size by straining and plastic deformation includes cold rolling, extrusion, and 
drawing. However, in past several decades novel methods have emerged to induce severe 




superior mechanical properties. Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is one such novel 
technique that can produce ultra-fine grain structures while conserving the shape of the 
billet [52]. The principle and mechanical of grain refinement using ECAP has been 
discussed in detail in Chapter 1, Section 1.3. Final structure of the billet depends on the 
processing route and number of passes. There are four basic ECAP routes: Route A (no 
rotation), Route BA (alternating 90° rotation), Route BC (counterclockwise 90° rotation), 
and Route C (counterclockwise 180° rotation). There are different slip systems that are 
activated during each of these processing routes [53]. Other important parameters during 
ECAP are the number of passes (from 1 to 12 generally), pressing speed (in mm/min) and 
pressing temperature. Selection of route and number of passes to achieve optimal 
strength/ductility combination depends on the alloy system. For instance, ECAP of 
magnesium alloys is difficult due to the limited number of slip planes in its hexagonal 
close packed structure and is often subjected to high temperature ECAP for limited 
number of passes to avoid cracks. Aluminum alloys, due to their FCC crystal structure are 
relatively easier to ECAP at room temperature. However, selection of ECAP route and 
number will constitute towards grain size and distribution, grain boundary orientations 
and resulting strength/ductility combination at ambient and elevated temperatures. 
Literature shows that a minimum of 2 passes is generally enough to induce considerable 
grain refinement. However, four or more passes can impart enough strains to produce a 
UFG structure with high-angle grain boundaries using route Bc [54]. The challenge is to 
modify the microstructure to achieve a good combination of strength and ductility and 




Commercially pure Al-1100 was selected as baseline unalloyed aluminum to 
evaluate the best combination of ECAP route and number of passes to maintain strength 
and ductility at ambient and elevated temperature. In this context Saravanan et al. [55] 
studied number of ECAP passes required to achieve peak-hardness in 99.5 % pure Al 
using route Bc. They found gradual decrease in grain size with the number of passes, 
utilizing up to 8 passes. Hardness increased from 20 BHN for as-received condition to ~44 
BHN after 4 passes, however, the difference in hardness between 4-8 passes was not 
significant, which shows that substantial increment in hardness is during the first 4 passes. 
Iwahashi et al. [56] conducted ECAP on high purity aluminum with initial grain size of 
~1.0 mm. They compared number of passes (up to 10) without rotation (route A) and with 
180° rotation (route C).  Both routes ultimately give a similar equiaxed structure after 10 
passes, however route C showed an enhanced microstructural evolution with high angle 
grain boundaries. Moreover, rotation between passes result in elimination of elongated 
sub-grains. It was also reported that 4 passes are enough to obtain optimal microstructure 
modification using route C. Similar trend in number of passes has been shown by Horita 
et al. [37] during mechanical characterization of ECAPed Al-1100, 0.2 % proof stress 
peaked after 4 passes and remained indifferent after 6 passes. They also observed 
improvement in ductility which was attributed to the formation of fine-grain with high-
angle grain boundaries.  
In this chapter, commercially pure aluminum Al-1100-O is subjected to various 
ECAP routes and passes to select the best route/pass that will give an optimum 




temperature. The results from this chapter will be used to identify a possible route and 
number of passes for Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy. Selection of Al-1100 for this purpose is 
justified since the Al-Sc is microalloyed (<~0.1 wt. % alloying additions) and is very 
similar to pure aluminum when in homogenized condition. 
2.2 Experimental Procedure 
Commercial pure aluminum Al-1100 with O-temper was purchased in form of 10 
in. x 6 in. x 6 in. slabs. Electric discharge machining was employed to cut the billets of 
size 1x1x6 in. for ECAP. One as-received billet was retained to measure mechanical 
properties and grain size as a reference. 
The ECAP was carried out at room temperature with a pressing speed of 1 mm/min 
and using a 90° die channel. Three different routes were selected and appropriate number 
of passes: 
1. A (no rotation, 1 pass),  
2. Route 2C (counterclockwise 180° rotation after each pass, 2 passes),  
3. Route 4C (counterclockwise 180° rotation after each pass, 4 passes) and  
4. Route 4BC (counterclockwise 90° rotation after each pass, 4 passes).   
Maximum number of 4 passes were decided based on the review of several studies 
discussed in the introduction section. After ECAP, samples from each billet was sectioned 
for microstructure characterization and miniature tensile specimens for mechanical 





Room temperature tensile tests were carried out on 0P, 1A, 2C, 4C, and 4Bc 
samples of Al-1100. ECAPed samples were tested in both flow direction (FD) and 
extrusion direction (ED) to identify which plane/direction gives better combination of 
strength and ductility for each route with given number of passes. All Tensile tests were 
conducted at a faster and slower strain rates of 1x10-2 s-1 and 1x10-4 s -1, respectively, using 
an electromechanical MTS Insight 30 kN machine. In addition to room temperature tests, 
high temperature tensile tests at 200 °C were also carried using both strain rates. The 
temperature of the specimens was maintained within ± 2 °C, measured with a 
thermocouple placed on the surface of the specimen. Schematic of the miniature tensile 
specimen used in this study is given in Figure 2. Two specimens were tested at this 
condition to ensure repeatability. 
 
2.3 Results and discussions 
Stress-strain engineering curves from tensile tests experiments for as-received 0P 
(Figure 3) and ECAP pass 1A (Figure 4), ECAP pass 2C (Figure 5), ECAP pass 4C (Figure 
6), ECAP pass 4Bc (Figure 7).  
 







































Figure 3 Engineering stress vs. engineering strain plots for Al-1100-O in as-
received condition using strain rates of 10-2 s-1 (black and green) and 10-4 s-1 (red 


















































ECAP Route: 1A, Flow Direction
Figure 4 Engineering stress vs. engineering strain plots for Al-1100 ECAPed using 
route 1A in a) ED and b) FD conditions using strain rates of 10-2 s-1 (black and 
green) and 10-4 s-1 (red and blue). Testing was carried out at room temperature and 


















































ECAP Route: 2C, Flow Direction
Figure 5 Engineering stress vs. engineering strain plots for Al-1100 ECAPed using 
route 2C in a) ED and b) FD conditions using strain rates of 10-2 s-1 (black and 
green) and 10-4 s-1 (red and blue). Testing was carried out at room temperature and 


















































ECAP Route: 4C, Flow Direction
Figure 6 Engineering stress vs. engineering strain plots for Al-1100 ECAPed using 
route 4C in a) ED and b) FD conditions using strain rates of 10-2 s-1 (black and 
green) and 10-4 s-1 (red and blue). Testing was carried out at room temperature and 


















































ECAP Route: 4Bc, Extrusion Direction
Figure 7 Engineering stress vs. engineering strain plots for Al-1100 ECAPed using 
route 4Bc in a) ED and b) FD conditions using strain rates of 10-2 s-1 (black and 
green) and 10-4 s-1 (red and blue). Testing was carried out at room temperature and 









































Strain rate: 10-2 s-1, RT



































Strain rate: 10-4 s-1, RT
 YS (MPa)  UTS (MPa)  Elongation (%)
Figure 8 Bar charts with summary of the data (yield strength, ultimate tensile 
strength and % elongation) from room temperature tensile tests at strain rates of 








































Strain rate: 10-4 s-1, 200°C
 YS (MPa)  UTS (MPa)  Elongation (%)
Figure 9 Bar charts with summary of the data (yield strength, ultimate tensile 
strength and % elongation) from high temperature 200°C tensile tests at strain 




































Strain rate: 10-2 s-1, 200°C




The results show an overall expected outcome of high strength with increasing 
number of passes of ECAP. Bar charts in Figure 8 and Figure 9 summarize data for better 
comparison of strengths and ductilities with 0P (as-received) condition. The analysis 
covers the effect of strain rate, temperature, ECAP passes, and ECAP routes, There is 
negligible strain rate sensitivity at room temperature at all routes/passes as can be seen 
from similar bar heights of strength in 10-2 s-1 RT and 10-4 s-1 RT shown in Figure 8. 
Significant strain rate sensitivity was observed when the tests were conducted at 200 °C. 
Bar charts also show that route 4Bc gives better strength and ductility combination 
compared to other passes. This is in agreement with the literature which established that 
that four passes by route Bc, impart adequate true strain to promote evolution of 
dislocation cell structure and sub-grain boundaries into high-angle grain boundaries in 
different materials [54], [57]. It has also been reported that strong textures can be created 
using route Bc. Cao et al. [58] studied the texture evolution of commercially pure Al with 
respect to number of passes using route Bc and found that the texture intensity increases 
as a function of accumulated strain (i.e. number of ECAP passes). 
2.4 Conclusion 
Commercially pure Al-1100 was subjected to various ECAP routes/passes. The as-
received Al-1100 and ECAPed aluminum were subjected to a number of tensile tests at 
room temperature and 200 °C using two different strain rates at each temperature. It was 
evaluated and substantiated by literature that 4Bc ECAP route gives a better combination 
of strength and ductility at ambient and elevated temperatures and hence, will be used as 





GRAIN REFINEMENT AND ROLE OF PRECIPITATES ON MICROSTRUCTURE 
STABILITY AFTER ECAP OF PEAK-AGED AL-ER-SC-ZR-V-SI1 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Strengthening of materials at room temperature and elevated temperature is a 
comprehensive subject in materials science with a strong practical importance. The 
ultimate aim generally is to have materials with high strength-to-weight ratio, in order to 
achieve better efficiencies in high end applications. Precipitation hardening is one of the 
most effective strengthening processes which relies on alloying additions and heat-
treatments to improve the mechanical response of metallic alloys [3]. Precipitation relies 
on solutes that have higher solubility at elevated temperatures and decreasing solubility at 
low temperatures [4]. 
Scandium containing aluminum alloys are readily used for high temperature 
applications due to their improved strength, toughness, creep resistance and good 
electrical properties [6]. The strengthening in these alloys is due to nano-sized and 
coherent tri-aluminide phases such as Al3Sc. The mechanism of strengthening at ambient 
temperature is controlled by dislocation-precipitate interaction. Dislocations bypass the 
precipitates by shearing or Orowan looping mechanisms [21]. Continuous research in the 
optimization of the composition has allowed to develop aluminum alloys which can 
                                                 
1 Reprinted with permission from Malik J. et al. (2018) Equal Channel Angular Pressing of a Newly 
Developed Precipitation Hardenable Scandium Containing Aluminum Alloy. In: Martin O. (eds) Light 




sustain temperatures as high as 400 °C. This has been made possible by the alloying 
additions of several rare-earth and transition metal elements that form L12 ordered 
trialuminide precipitates [12]. Additions of Zr, Er, and V has been reported to have a 
profound effect on the coarsening resistance of the precipitates due to their core/shell 
morphology [13]–[15]. Erdeniz et al. [16] has recently developed an aluminum alloy with 
micro-additions of Er, Sc, Zr, V, and Si. The authors reported a maximum hardness of 
~600 MPa at ambient temperature after optimizing the peak-aging parameters. This is 
attributed to the precipitation strengthening due to the formation of L12-ordered 
Al3(Sc,Er,Zr,V) nano-precipitates.  
In addition to precipitation strengthening, severe plastic deformation (SPD) can be 
employed to further enhance strength through grain refinement in accordance with the 
Hall-Petch relationship [25]–[29]. Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is a popular 
SPD technique largely due to its strengthening effectiveness and processing efficiency 
[30], [36]–[38]. Pre-ECAP aging and post-ECAP aging are the two main processing 
sequences that are used to optimize the strengthening of precipitation hardenable alloys. 
In the post-ECAP aging category, many authors have investigated the effect of ECAP on 
precipitation kinetics and the link between high density of lattice defects and diffusion 
controlled processes [42]–[44]. In the pre-ECAP aging, major areas of concern are the 
influences of deformation during ECAP on the precipitates distribution [45], fracturing 





In this study, a newly developed precipitation hardened Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy by 
Erdeniz et al. [16], in peak aged condition was subjected to equal channel angular pressing 
using route 4Bc. It is to be noted that only the effects of ECAP on aged alloy has been 
reported here. ECAP of the homogenized alloy is another extensive study and will be 
reported elsewhere. The effect of ECAP on the grain refinement and subsequent 
improvement in mechanical properties were studied using tensile tests and microhardness 
contour maps. In addition, thermal stability of ECAPed microstructure was evaluated by 
taking microhardness measurements after conducting annealing heat treatments at various 
temperatures. Lastly, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to evaluate the 
influence of ECAP on precipitate distribution, coarsening/dissolution, and fracturing, if 
any.  
3.2 Experimental Procedure 
3.2.1 Alloy production and aging heat treatments 
The alloy used in this study is cast aluminum with micro-alloying additions of Sc, 
Er, Zr, V, and Si. Nominal composition of Al–Sc–Er–Zr–V–Si is given in  
Table 2. The detailed casting procedure for this alloy has been reported in the previous 
study [16]. Three as-cast billets were solution-treated at 640 °C for 4 h. One of the billets 
was kept in the homogenized (H) state for reference. The other two billets were aged using 
a two-step aging treatment of 350 °C / 16 h followed by 400 °C / 12 h. The effectiveness 
of this double aging treatment has been previously reported by Erdeniz et al. [16]. All 





Table 2 Composition in at. %, of alloying additions in aluminum. 
 
 
3.2.2 ECAP processing 
One of the two aged billets was subjected to ECAP at room temperature, with a 
pressing speed of 1 mm/min, using a 90° die channel. This billet will be referred as PA-
ECAP. Aluminum foil wrapping was used to reduce the friction between the billet and the 
die. The schematic of ECAP process is shown in Figure 10. Three directions (extrusion, 
normal and flow direction) and their corresponding orthogonal planes are also given in the 
figure. Only flow plane was used for microstructure characterization and microhardness 
measurements. Route Bc with four passes was utilized in this study, which corresponds to 
the rotation of billet by 90° after each pass. This particular route was selected based on its 
Sc Er Zr V Si Al 








X:  Extrusion direction
Y:  Normal direction





Figure 10 Schematic of an ECAP process illustrating orthogonal directions and 
planes. For route Bc, the billet was rotated 90° along y-axis, after each such pass 





established efficacy in obtaining uniform ultra-fine grain structure with high angle of 
misorientation as reported by several researchers for a range of different metallic alloys 
including aluminum [29], [59], [60]. Furthermore, four and more passes can accumulate 
sufficient strains to induce high-angle grain boundaries [54]. 
3.2.3 Mechanical characterization 
Room temperature tensile tests and Vickers microhardness measurements were 
carried out on three specified conditions: 1) Homogenized only (H), 2) Peak-aged (PA), 
and 3) Peak-aged followed by ECAP (PA-ECAP). Tensile tests were conducted at a 
constant strain rate of 1x10-3 s-1 using an electromechanical MTS Insight 30 kN machine. 
Schematic of the miniature tensile specimen used in this study is given in Figure 11. Two 
specimens were tested at this condition to ensure repeatability.  
To study the hardness distribution and homogeneity, microhardness measurements 
on above-mentioned three conditions were carried out using 50 gf load and an indentation 
time of 10 s. Specimens of size 1 x 1 cm size were cut and polished down to 1 µm diamond 
polish to obtain a mirror-like finish. A grid profile was made with 1 mm step size in both 
x and y directions and then represented using contour plots. 
Figure 11 Sketch with dimensions of a miniature specimen used for tensile testing. 




Microhardness measurements after annealing heat treatments on PA and PA-
ECAP specimens were taken to evaluate the thermal stability and grain coarsening 
resistance at elevated temperatures. Annealing heat treatments were carried out using the 
temperature range from 50 to 550 °C with 50 °C increments and holding time of 3 h at 
each temperature. In some limited cases, annealing data from an ECAPed (route 4Bc), 
commercially pure aluminum alloy (Al-1100) was included as a reference.   
3.2.4 Microstructure characterization 
All specimens for microstructure characterization were cut from the center of the 
cast billet and the flow plane of the ECAPed billet, using electro discharge machining. 
Specimens were ground down to 1200 grit size, followed by polishing using 3 and 1 µm 
diamond paste and 0.04 µm colloidal silica. Optical microscopy was employed to measure 
the grain sizes of H and PA specimens. Specimens were etched using Keller’s reagent (20 
mL HNO3, 20 mL HCl, 5 mL and 20 mL H2O) and observed under the light microscope 
to reveal the grain boundaries.  
EBSD analysis was performed to observe the microstructural changes and obtain 
a map of grain size and orientation after ECAP. A FERA SEM with an EBSD attachment 
was used for mapping. The PA-ECAP specimen of area 25 x 25 µm was scanned using at 
a step size of 0.1 µm. Map noise reductions was conducted to the fifth degree before grain 
size and misorientation measurements. In addition, a FEI Quanta 400 SEM was employed 
to study the distribution of precipitates in the annealed PA-ECAP specimens and to 
explain their role in maintaining thermal stability. Imaging was done using a backscattered 




3.3 Results and Discussions 
The comparison of grain sizes in the optical images of H and PA, and EBSD map 
of PA-ECAP specimens are shown in Figure 12. Average grain size of H is 411 ± 232 µm 
and of PA is slightly coarser, 656 ± 385 µm. Larger grain size in PA was caused by the 
two-step aging treatment after homogenized condition. Another observation on H and PA 
micrographs is the subgrain structure seen (approximately 40 µm) in some of the grains, 
which may have been caused by the remnant primary precipitates that formed during 
solidification. These precipitates may inhibit recrystallization during the homogenization 
and aging treatments, as stated in previous studies [61], [62]. EBSD maps of the flow 
plane of PA-ECAP is shown in Figure 12c. Color mapping orientation was with respect 
to the Z direction for each sample (out of the page). Ultrafine grain size of 0.78 ± 0.44 µm 
was obtained after ECAP. Grains and sub grains can be clearly seen oriented and elongated 
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Figure 12 Optical micrographs of a) Homogenized (H) and b) Peak-aged (PA) 
specimens, at a magnification of 5X. EBSD map of c) PA-ECAP (flow plane) 
specimen, showing grains oriented along the shear plane. Theoretical shear plane 









Designation Yield strength 
at 10-3 s-1 strain 
rate (MPa) 
Elongation  








H 50.7 31.6 29.4 411 ± 232 
PA 115.6 24.2 52.4 656 ± 385 
PA-ECAP 178.3 10.4 62.3 0.78 ± 0.44 
Figure 13 Tensile tests at a constant strain rate of 10-3 s-1 for three different 
processing conditions. A general trend of high yield stress and low ductility is 
























Room temperature stress vs. strain plots obtained at a constant strain rate of 1x10-
3 s-1, are shown in Figure 13. The relevant values of tensile data are given in Table 3. Three 
cases of strengthening can be seen here: 1) Solute strengthening (H), where most of the 
alloying elements are present in the form of a solid solution. The strength is low and 
mainly due to the interaction of dislocation with solute atoms, but large ductility of 31.6 
% is obtained. 2) Precipitation strengthening (PA), where most of the solute atoms have 
precipitated out after aging treatments, in the form of tri-aluminide precipitates. These 
precipitates are elastically hard, coarsening resistant and coherent in nature, and exhibit 
high strength due to elastic interactions exerted by the mismatch in lattice parameter and 
precipitate-matrix modulus [63]. As a result, we see 2.3 times increase in yield strength as 
compared to the homogenized (H) condition, along with noticeable work hardening, and 
6 % decrease in ductility. 3) Combination strengthening (PA-ECAP), where major source  
of strength is due to grain refinement, in accordance with Hall-Petch relationship, and 
some contribution is possibly due to the precipitate hardening. Consequently, maximum 
yield strength of 178.3 MPa was obtained at the expense of ductility. The decrease in 
ductility with increasing strength is due to insufficient strain hardening, as explained by 
Y.M Wang and E. Ma [64]. 
Figure 14 shows the contour plots of microhardness of the three conditions. This 
was done to illustrate the microhardness homogeneity after aging and ECAP. A very small 
microhardness spread of 27 – 30 HV in H shows that the primary precipitates which may 
have formed during solidification and remained undissolved during the homogenization 




the microhardness distribution across the cross-section ranging from 48 – 55 HV, indicates 
slight inhomogeneity with high values at some local points, highlighted in orange color 
on the contour map. After ECAP there is homogeneity in the microstructure with 
microhardness distribution in the range of 59 – 63 HV. This is mainly attributed to the 
uniform grain refinement after ECAP. Cheng Xu et al. [65] studied the hardness 
homogeneity after ECAP in aluminum and its alloy and concluded that it gradually 
increases with number of passes. 
 
Figure 15 shows the annealing heat treatment curves for PA, PA-ECAP and Al-
1100-ECAP. Pure aluminum alloy shows a sudden drop in microhardness after annealing 
at 150 °C for 3 h, followed by a sharp drop to 30 HV after 250 °C for 3 h, and ultimately 
reaching the nominal microhardness of 25 HV after 400 °C / 3 h. This trend is quite 
expected and is mainly due to rapid recrystallization and grain growth during annealing. 
Contrasting trend of microhardness can be seen in the newly developed alloy in PA and 
PA-ECAP conditions. PA shows slight increase up to 100 °C, thereafter displays a fairly 
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a) Homogenized only b) Peak-aged only c) Peak-aged + ECAP HV
Figure 14 Contour plots showing Vickers microhardness distribution in 1 x 1 cm 




400 °C corresponds to coarsening and dissolution of precipitates [9]. Nevertheless, 
annealing trend of PA indicates the potential of precipitates in maintaining the strength of 
the alloy when exposed to elevated temperatures. PA-ECAP alloy has fine grain structure 
and homogenous distribution of precipitates after ECAP, as illustrated by EBSD map and 
microhardness contour plots. Annealing heat treatments on PA-ECAP shows a slight 
increase in microhardness at 150 °C and thermal stability up until 250 °C. The main 
difference between PA-ECAP and Al-1100 is of course the presence of finely distributed, 
nanosized, coarsening resistant tri-aluminide precipitates. Thus, it is evident that when 
exposed to elevated temperatures these precipitates play a role of inhibiting, restraining 
and delaying the grain growth, therefore maintaining the combined strengthening [62]. 
Figure 15 Microhardness measurements after annealing heat treatments on PA-
ECAP and Al-1100-ECAP. Commercially pure Al-1100 was also ECAPed using 





























Microhardness eventually drops at temperatures greater than 300 °C, this is due to 
concurrent recrystallization, grain growth, and to a lesser extent, precipitate coarsening at 
elevated temperatures.  
Size and distribution of precipitates after annealing at given temperatures is shown 
in Figure 16. All the SEM images are captured from the flow plane of the ECAPed billet. 
The arrangement of precipitates follows a definite trend and are distributed along the shear 
plane, which is at ~45° angle from the longitudinal plane as illustrated in Figure 16a. 
Elongated grains in the same direction are also visible (Figure 16d). The precipitates can 
also be seen decorating along the grain boundaries, more prominently in Figure 16e, 7f. 
These precipitates play a significant role in restraining the grain growth during annealing, 
thus maintaining the thermal stability of the microstructure. Precipitates sizes in these 
alloys are in the range of 50 – 500 nm, although sizes observed in previous studies are in 
the range of 10 – 100 nm [6], [13], [66]. Due to the fine scale of precipitates, the true 
number density of precipitates cannot be resolved in Figure 16a-d. These precipitates 
become visible at higher temperatures (Figure 16e-f) as a result of coarsening. Though, no 
evidence of fracturing or dissolution was observed in any case. In-depth TEM analysis 
may be required to have a better estimation of the precipitate number density. In addition 
to TEM analysis, it would be interesting to research how the precipitates evolve during 




significant increase in precipitation kinetics after ECAP of a supersaturated alloy. This is 




The effect of ECAP on the grain refinement and subsequent improvement in mechanical 
properties of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy was studied using tensile tests, microhardness 
contours, heat treatments and microscopic imaging. Following conclusion can be drawn 
from this study: 
50 °C 150 °C






Figure 16 Scanning electron microscopy images after various step of annealing 
heat treatment. At each temperature, the specimen was held for 3 h and then 




1. Grain size refinement from 656 ± 385 µm to 0.78 ± 0.44 µm resulted after 
ECAP. Extensive subgrain formation was observed. Grains were oriented 
along the shear plane. 
2. Enhancements in mechanical properties after ECAP was as expected, with a 
~55 % increase in yield strength from peak-aged condition. This was attributed 
to the combined strengthening due to grain refinement and precipitate 
hardening. However, insufficient strain hardening capability resulted in the 
reduction of ductility. 
3. Homogenous microstructure and distribution of precipitates after ECAP of 
peak-aged specimen resulted in hardness homogeneity across the specimen. 
4. Annealing heat treatments show that precipitates play a vital role in 
maintaining microhardness by inhibiting and restraining grain growth at 
elevated temperatures. Therefore, the ECAPed alloy maintains thermal 













DYNAMIC PRECIPITATION IN VANADIUM MICRO-ALLOYED AL-ER-SC-ZR-
SI ALLOY DURING EQUAL CHANNEL ANGULAR PRESSING 
 
4.1 Introduction 
There is an ever-increasing demand for lightweight, high performance, corrosion 
resistant metallic alloys [67]. In particular, alloys that offer high specific stiffness and 
strength at ambient temperature and superior creep resistance at elevated temperature are 
highly sought after by various industries [1][2]. Therefore, an important practical goal is 
to develop new lightweight alloys and design optimal thermomechanical processing routes 
to further improve their mechanical properties and enhance performance at a suitable cost. 
Scandium containing aluminum alloys are heat-treatable, precipitation-hardenable 
alloys [6], [7].  They contain coherent, finely distributed, hard, L12 ordered, nanosized 
Al3Sc tri-aluminide precipitates that contribute to ambient temperature strength by either 
precipitate shearing or Orowan looping mechanism [6]. In addition, these Al3Sc 
precipitates provide potent coarsening resistance and enable the use of Al-Sc alloys to 
significantly higher temperatures of up to 350 °C, as compared to conventional age-
hardenable 2xxx and 6xxx series Al alloys [6]–[8]. Mechanical properties of Al-Sc alloys 
can be improved by ternary additions with rare earth or transition metals that partially 
substitute the rather expensive Sc to produce more coarsening resistant, coherent, 
Al3(Sc1−yXy) precipitates [9]–[11]. In fact, partial substitution of Sc by faster diffusing 




aluminide precipitates. First, a core forms which is rich in the highest diffusivity element, 
followed by the slower development of a Sc-rich Al3(Sc, X) shell. The shell acts as a 
diffusion barrier and it slows down the rate of precipitate coarsening. In quaternary Al-Er-
Sc-Zr alloys, multiple shells form and Zr promotes the formation of the final shell of such 
core/shell/shell precipitates. [10], [13]–[15]. 
In our recent work with Erdeniz et al., we reported on the development of a 
vanadium micro-alloyed Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si alloy [16]. This system, after a suitable double-
aging heat treatment, exhibited a peak microhardness of ~600 MPa at ambient 
temperature. This strength level was linked to a fine dispersion of nanosized, core-shell 
morphology, vanadium containing Al3(Sc,Er,Zr,V) precipitates. In addition, the alloy also 
showed significant creep resistance up to 400 C, which was linked to potent grain growth 
resistance provided by its unique, core-shell morphology, tri-aluminide precipitates. In 
this work, the potential of further enhancing mechanical properties of the Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-
V alloy by severe deformation and subsequent heat treatments is explored.  
Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is a well-known severe plastic 
deformation technique that routinely produces ultra-fine grained materials from bulk [30]–
[32]. ECAP offers the ability to refine microstructure and manipulate texture in a range of 
different alloys [33]–[35]. UFG materials with wrought microstructure exhibit improved 
strengths and fatigue life at ambient temperature, and can even be superplastic at elevated 
temperatures [68], [69]. ECAP of precipitation hardenable lightweight alloys is more 
attractive because it further enhances the potential of such alloys for high performance 




A growing body of literature has shown, precipitation kinetics, size, morphology 
and distribution of precipitates and second phase particles in the matrix of processed 
material, critically depend on the ECAP temperature and route [42]–[44], [70]–[72]. 
Researchers have either focused on achieving grain refinement in the precipitation 
hardenable alloys, first, and later, applied an aging heat treatment to achieve precipitation 
in the material. The other possibility that has received some attention is to start with a 
supersaturated alloy i.e. after an appropriate homogenization scheme, conduct ECAP at 
elevated temperatures and study the in-situ dynamic precipitation and its effect on the 
resulting mechanical properties.  The literature on severe plastic deformation of heat-
treatable aluminum alloys indicates post ECAP aging at a temperature much lower than 
the usual aging temperature, can yield superior strength by taking benefit of both grain-
size effect and precipitates [48]. Sordi et al. studied the precipitation kinetics in an Al-Ag 
alloy [46]. They reported that diffusion kinetics accelerated rapidly after ECAP due to the 
presence of defect structure, comprising mainly of grain boundaries, sub-grains, and 
dislocations. Kim et al. compared pre-ECAP and post-ECAP aging of 6061 Al alloy [49]. 
They found post-ECAP aging to be more effective compared to the aging of unpressed 
material. However, they used a low aging temperature to suppress the recrystallization and 
growth during heat treatment. Contrary to the favorable aspects of post-ECAP aging, Fare 
et al. reported small but continual decrease in microhardness after aging of ECAPed Al-
Mg-Si alloy at 180 °C [44].  
The influence of thermodynamic state of the material prior to ECAP i.e. 




has also received some attention [71], [73]. It is also reported, that during severe plastic 
deformation dynamic precipitation can occur in various precipitation hardenable 
aluminum alloys [43], [74]–[76]. The question however still is, can we concurrently 
achieve deformation driven grain-size strengthening and dynamic precipitation 
strengthening and to what extent? 
 In this paper, we report on the effect of ambient temperature ECAP by route 4Bc 
on precipitation microstructure and mechanical properties of a supersaturated Al-Er-Sc-
Zr-V-Si alloy. We carried out a detailed analysis by comparing pre- and post-ECAP aging 
response to reveal the relationship between strength and the nature, extent, and thermal 
stability of tri-aluminide precipitates. 
4.2 Experimental  
4.2.1 Materials and Processing 
The material used in this work is a cast Al-Er-Zr-Si alloy micro-alloyed with 
vanadium. Its nominal composition is mentioned in Table 4 [16]. The as-cast billets were 
solution heat treated at 640 °C for 4 hours followed by water quenching to create the 
homogenized (H) i.e. the supersaturated condition. The homogenized billets were later 
subjected to one of the following treatments: (a) A two-step aging treatment to achieve the 
peak-aged (PA) condition. The details of the two step peak-aging treatment, selection of 
temperatures and durations for this particular Al alloy are discussed in detail in our 
previous work [16]. The first step was to conduct aging at 350 °C for 16 h, followed by a 
2nd aging step at 400 °C for 12 h. All heat treatments were conducted in air and terminated 




dispersion of vanadium containing tri-aluminide precipitates in the material. (b) Both 
homogenized (H) and peak-aged (PA) billets were ECAPed to create homogenized 
followed by ECAP (H-ECAP) condition, and peak aged followed by ECAP (PA-ECAP) 
condition.  
 
Table 4 Composition of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy (at. %). 
 
Sc Er Zr V Si Al 
0.013 0.007 0.071  0.074  0.054  Bal. 
 
ECAP was carried out at ambient temperature in a 90° channel die, using route 
4Bc with a pressing speed of 1 mm/min. The ECAP work-piece dimension in each case 
were 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm x 152.4 mm. Prior to ECAP, aluminum foil was wrapped on the 
work-piece to reduce friction between the work-piece and the die. In route 4Bc, a work-
piece undergoes four ECAP passes with successive 90° rotations along its longitudinal 
axis after each pass. We choose route 4Bc because of its ability to efficiently produce UFG 
microstructure with high angle of misorientation [29]. A plethora of ECAP studies have 
conclusively shown that four passes by route Bc, impart adequate true strain to promote 
evolution of dislocation cell structure and sub-grain boundaries into high-angle grain 
boundaries in different materials [54], [57]. It has also been reported that strong textures 
can be created using route Bc. Cao et al. [58] studied the texture evolution of commercially 
pure Al with respect to number of passes using route Bc and found that the texture intensity 




In the remainder of the text, the four different processed conditions of this alloy 
will be referred to as: homogenized (H), peak aged (PA), homogenized followed by ECAP 
(H-ECAP), and peak aged followed by ECAP (PA-ECAP). This material designation is 
summarized in Table 5 for the readers benefit. 
 





H Homogenized only 
H-ECAP Homogenized, followed by ECAP 
PA Peak-aged only 
PA-ECAP Peak-aged, followed by ECAP 
 
*Initial homogenization treatment at 640 °C / 4 h is same for all alloys. 
 
4.2.2 Microstructural characterization 
Microstructure examination was carried out on metallographic samples sectioned 
using Electro Discharge Machining (EDM), from the center of unpressed billets parallel 
to the flow planes, containing normal direction (ND) and extrusion direction (ED), for 
both ECAPed conditions. The H and PA samples observed by optical microscopy.  They 
were mechanically ground and polished using standard methods and then etched using 
Keller’s reagent (20 ml HNO3, 20 ml HCl, 5 ml HF and 20 ml DI H2O). A Zeiss Axiovert 
40 Mat optical microscope was used to observe the grain structure, while a Zeiss Stem 
2000-C stereo optical microscope was employed for metallography where a higher depth 




The ECAPed samples (H-ECAP and PA-ECAP) were analyzed by Electron 
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to evaluate grain size, grain orientations, and the nature of 
sub-grains. The EBSD specimens were polished sequentially on a silk cloth with 3 µm 
diamond suspension, a nylon cloth with 1 µm diamond suspension, and a synthetic velvet 
cloth with 0.25 µm diamond suspension. The final polishing step used a 0.05 µm colloidal 
silica solution on MultiTex cloth. The specimens were sonic-cleaned in anhydrous alcohol 
and rotated 90º between each step. The polishing was continued until all the scratches 
from the previous step were eliminated. The final step was continued until Kikuchi 
patterns were observed. EBSD analysis was performed using a FERA SEM with an EBSD 
attachment for mapping. Scans were carried out at an area of 25 x 25 µm utilizing a step 
size of 0.1 µm. All scans were run with an accelerating voltage of 20 KeV and at a probe 
current of ∼10 nA. Map noise reductions were carried out before taking grain size 
measurements. Oxford Instruments’ Channel 5 software was used for all map noise 
reductions and analyses.   
FEI Techna transmission electron microscope (TEM) operating at 120 keV was 
employed to observe the nano-scale precipitates. TEM samples were prepared by starting 
from ~1.5 mm thin slices cut from the representative billets. The slices were subsequently 
ground by mechanical means to less than 100 µm thickness. Discs of 3 mm diameter were 
punched from the ground specimens and twin-jet electro-polished in 30 vol. % HNO3 + 
70 vol. % CH3OH electrolyte at -10 °C, utilizing a 10 Vdc potential. Additional, 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterizations were carried out using an FEI 




out technique in a FEI Versa 3D LoVac FIB-SEM Dual Beam system equipped with a FEI 
EasyLift system. 
4.2.3 Isochronal and isothermal heat treatments 
The difference between pre- and post-ECAP aging response of homogenized 
condition was characterized by isochronal and isothermal heat treatments. The isochronal 
aging treatment was conducted in the temperature range of 100 to 575 °C with 50 °C 
increments and a hold time of 3 h at each temperature step. The isothermal aging treatment 
was conducted at 400 °C for durations up to 507 h. All heat treatments were conducted in 
air and terminated by water quenching. 
4.2.4 Mechanical characterization 
Vickers microhardness was measured for all four conditions. In addition, periodic 
microhardness measurements were made after each step of isochronal and isothermal heat 
treatments in order to evaluate and compare the effect of precipitate evolution on 
microhardness. Specimens were ground and polished to 1µm finish using diamond paste 
prior to micro-indentation tests. At least 10 indentations were recorded per specimen by 
employing a 50 gf load and a dwell time of 15 s.  
Room temperature tensile tests were performed, at a constant initial strain rate of  
1x10-4 s-1. The specimens for tensile testing were cut using EDM from the middle 
sections of unpressed billets and along the extrusion direction (ED) of ECAPed billets. 
The size and dimensions of miniature tensile specimens used in this study are provided 
later in the text along with tensile results. The tensile tests were performed on MTS Insight 




tensile deformation and is expected to be consistent until necking. At least, two specimens 
were tested for each set of conditions to ensure statistical reliability. 
4.2.5 Calorimetry Investigations 
Calorimetry techniques are extensively applied to understand the phase 
transformations, homogenization, recrystallization, and solid state reactions such as 
precipitation [77]. A LabsysTM TG-DSC manufactured by SETARAM was used to 
perform differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and differential isothermal calorimetry 
(DIC) analysis on H and H-ECAP conditions. The specimens for DSC and DIC were cut 
from the billet and trimmed down to around 25 mg mass. The weight of each sample was 
measured by Semi Micro Balance CX205 with an accuracy of ±0.03 mg.  Each specimen 
was initially equilibrated at 25 °C for 5 min and a 20 ml/min nitrogen flow was used in all 
the experiments. DSC was performed at 20 °C/min for up to 600 °C. For DIC experiments, 
specimen temperature was ramped up to 400 °C at a rate of 20 °C/min, it was then held at 
this temperature for 24 h. The DIC experimental parameters were selected such that they 
mirror the 400 °C static aging heat treatment. In all cases, a multi-peak fitting analysis by 
IGOR software was carried out on the DSC and DIC data for base line correction. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Microstructural characterization 
Microstructures of all four conditions were analyzed for grain size and 
misorientation angle, precipitate size and distribution, using optical and electron 
microscopy. Figure 17 and Figure 18 displays a collage of optical micrographs and 




microstructure of homogenized alloy has an equiaxed grain size of 420.7 ± 183.0 µm. 
Peak-aging heat treatment on this condition further grows the grains to 709.4 ± 464.7 µm, 












Figure 17 (a) Optical and (b) Stereomicroscope images of homogenized condition 








Figure 18 (a) Optical and (b) Stereomicroscope images of peak-aged condition (PA) 
showing grain size of 709.4 ± 464.7 µm. 
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Figure 19 EBSD maps of the flow planes of (a) H-ECAP and (b) PA-ECAP, 
showing grain size refinement down to 308 nm ± 258 nm and 390 nm ± 330 nm, 
respectively. The white line and arrows shown in (b) indicates the theoretical shear 




The flow plane microstructure of ECAPed specimens (H-ECAP and PA-ECAP) 
was analyzed by electron microscopy. Figure 19 shows the EBSD maps for the two cases 
and it reveals an average grain size of 308 nm ± 258 nm and 390 nm ± 330 nm for H-
ECAP and PA-ECAP, respectively. Both maps also show grain orientation approximately 
in the direction of shear plane, which is theoretically at 45°, as indicated by the white line 
in Figure 19b. 
TEM micrographs of all four conditions are shown in Figure 20. The homogenized 
condition displays coarse grain structure, mostly precipitate free but shows some large 
primary precipitates as indicated by red circles on Figure 20a. Primary precipitates here 
are classified as those precipitates which remain undissolved during casting as well as 
homogenization and are typically carried on to the aged condition [78]. Quenched-in 
residual dislocation structure concentrated in the periphery of some grain boundaries can 
also be seen in the H condition. The grain structure after ECAP is much more refined with 
homogeneous distribution of coarse spherical precipitates (Figure 20b). After peak-aging 
we observe higher number density of precipitates, preferentially at heterogeneous 
nucleation sites, such as dislocations and grain boundaries. PA-ECAP (Figure 20d) shows 
similar grain refinement but relatively higher number density of precipitates as compared 
to H-ECAP. The size, number density, and different populations of precipitates in the four 















Figure 20 Bright field TEM images of (a) as-homogenized (H), (b) homogenized + 
ECAP (H-ECAP), (c) Peak-aged (PA) and (d) Peak-aged + ECAP (PA-ECAP). Red 




4.3.2 Mechanical characterization 
Figure 21 compares the room temperature tensile behavior of the four different 
conditions. In homogenized condition H, the material shows lowest strength and 
maximum elongation. Any further processing (peak-aging and/or ECAP) results in higher 
yield and tensile strength, but at the expense of tensile ductility. In UFG Al alloys obtained 
by ECAP, the loss of ductility and work-hardening is often linked to the formation of shear 
bands due to strain localization [79]. 
The material in H-ECAP condition shows a 3-fold increase in yield strength in 
comparison to the homogenized condition. Similarly, the material in PA-ECAP condition 
shows 1.5 times increase in yield strength compared to the pre-ECAP peak-aged condition. 
Significant strengthening of about 3x in H-ECAP condition, compared to strengthening of 
about 1.5x in peak-aged condition, points towards possible higher degree of grain 
refinement or occurrence of dynamic precipitation during ECAP when starting from 
homogenized condition.  
It is worth noticing that there is only a small 2% difference between yield strengths 
of H-ECAP and PA-ECAP conditions. Further experimental investigations discussed in 






































































Figure 21 (a) Room temperature tensile properties of pre- and post- ECAP alloys 
in peak-aged and homogenized condition at nominal strain rate of 10-4 s-1. The inset 
figure shows the dimensions, in millimeters, of a 1.5 mm thick flat dog-bone 
miniature tensile specimen used in this study. (b) Yield Strength, tensile strength 




Figure 22 display the microhardness bar-chart of the four conditions. The trends 
observed here are consistent with tensile stress strain response. The increase in 
microhardness from homogenized condition to H-ECAP condition is ~2x, whereas the 
microhardness increase from PA to PA-ECAP is only ~1.2 times. In comparison to the 
tensile results, the increment factors of microhardness are not as pronounced. This may be 
because the cast alloys are often prone to porosity that may have influenced the tensile 
strength of H and PA conditions, whereas ECAP improved the quality of the cast by 



























Figure 22 Comparison of Vickers microhardness for the four processed conditions 




4.3.3 Isochronal and isothermal aging 
In order to understand the precipitation behavior before and after ECAP, evolution 
of microhardness with aging time and temperature was recorded after isochronal and 
isothermal heat treatments. Figure 23 shows microhardness evolution after isochronal heat 
treatment on H-ECAP samples using 50 °C / 3 h increments up to 575 °C. We have 
included the data for homogenized condition from our previous work for the benefit of the 
reader [13].  In summary, in homogenized condition precipitation starts around 200 °C 
and a small peak at 250 °C is linked to the Al3Er precipitates [14]. Next peak at 350 °C 
corresponds to the Sc precipitation. Sharp increase beyond 350 °C is attributed to the 
precipitation of Zr and V. The specimen subsequently approaches peak-aged condition at 
425 °C. At temperatures higher than 425 °C, precipitates coarsen and eventually dissolve 
in the solid solution, leading to a sharp decline in the microhardness [13].In contrast, 
isochronal aging curve for H-ECAP samples displays a slight increase in microhardness 
at 100 °C followed by a plateau until 250 °C. Continuous decrease after 300 °C is 
attributed to the combined effect of UFG, recrystallization and grain growth, and 
precipitate dissolution [44]. Absence of peaks in this condition at all aging temperatures, 
may be attributed to the interplay of recovery, precipitation, and associated grain growth 






Figure 24 shows the isothermal aging treatments at 400 °C for up to 500 h, on 
homogenized and H-ECAP samples. In homogenized alloy, after an initial incubation 
period the onset of precipitation leads to increase in microhardness after 1 h and gradually 
increases until 16 h [16]. A small decrease in microhardness between 16 h and 24 h is 
attributed to the onset of coarsening of precipitates. The peak-aged condition which 
corresponds to peak microhardness is achieved after 24 h aging at 400 °C [16]. The 
isothermal aging curve of H-ECAP alloy, displays a trend similar to its isochronal aging 
response. Short times aging (5-15 min) shows slight increase in the microhardness which 
is consistent with accelerated aging kinetics expected after pre-deformation [81]. The 
Figure 23 Microhardness variations with isochronal aging heat treatment of 
homogenized (H) condition before and after ECAP. The heat treatment was 
carried out in 50 °C increments, with a 3 h hold time at each temperature step. H 































sudden drop in microhardness after 15 min (indicated by green line on Figure 24) aging is 
expected to be due to the onset of precipitate coarsening. Subsequent longer aging times 
result in combined effect of grain growth and precipitate dissolution, such that the alloy 




Figure 24 Microhardness variations with isothermal heat treatment of the 
homogenized (H) condition before and after ECAP, at 400°C for up to 507 h. The 
H curve, reprinted from Erdeniz et al. [16], is also included for comparison. H-
ECAP displays only a slight increase in microhardness up to 15 min (indicated by 































4.3.4 DSC and DIC 
Calorimetry studies on homogenized and H-ECAP conditions were also conducted 
to better supplement the aging results and further validate the accelerated aging behavior. 
Figure 25 shows the differential scanning calorimetry result. In the homogenized 
condition, the first exothermic peak, followed by an endothermic peak are suspected to be 
related to GP zones formation and dissolution. Similar results have been observed for other 
Al  systems and have been characterized as GP [82] and or GPB [83] zones. However, the 
authentication of GP zones in Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy system is beyond the scope of this 
paper and shall be investigated separately. In H-ECAP alloy only one precipitation peak 



























Figure 25 Differential scanning calorimetry of the alloy in H and H-ECAP 
conditions from 40 °C to 600 °C. The peaks below 200C represent GP zone 
formation, recovery and recrystallization events, while the exothermic peak at 




peaks were not observed for this case. It was concluded that perhaps in the current DSC 
experiments the dwell time (at any temperature) was not sufficient to overcome the 
incubation period. Nevertheless, the higher intensity of the exotherm at 86.5 °C in H-
ECAP curve points towards accelerated precipitation kinetics after ECAP. 
DIC investigation was carried out to allow sufficient time for precipitation by 
holding at 400 °C temperature for 24 h. The contrasting trend in thermograms of H and 
H-ECAP conditions are presented in Figure 26. In homogenized alloy, four exothermic 
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Figure 26 Differential isothermal calorimetry of H and H-ECAP conditions at 400 
°C for 24 h. Four exothermic (I-IV) in H, at 0.64, 3.05, 23.06, and 23.99 h 
corresponds to Er, Sc, Zr, and V precipitation, respectively. Sharp exothermic 
peak followed by endothermic peak in H-ECAP, at 0.67 h, is possibly linked to 
formation of subsequent-shells by slower diffusing elements and recovery and 





precipitation of Er, Sc Zr and V, respectively. This is due to sequential precipitation based 
on the intrinsic diffusivities of alloying additions and is consistent with our previous work 
and supported by other studies [14], [63], [84]. For H-ECAP condition, a high intensity 
exotherm quickly followed by an endotherm during the first 40 min of the scan indicates 
a combined effect of precipitation, recrystallization and grain growth. 
4.4 Discussions 
Alloying elements in Al-Sc-RE alloys have limited maximum solid solubility and 
therefore the supersaturated solid solution is unstable and susceptible to decomposition in 
response to small perturbations or chemical fluctuations [63], [85]. Furthermore, 
quenching from the high homogenization temperature of 640 °C, not only results in 
homogenous distribution of solute atoms but also creates potential vacancy sites which in-
turn can facilitate the precipitation of tri-aluminide phases. The discussions in this paper 
are focused on the precipitation behavior during ECAP.  
4.4.1 Grain refinement and precipitation during ECAP 
TEM, Isothermal and Isochronal aging, DIC, and DSC were simultaneously 
employed to directly confirm the dynamic precipitation in supersaturated Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-
Si. The tensile strength and high microhardness of PA-ECAP alloy is due to combined 
strengthening effect of tri-aluminide precipitates from peak-aging heat treatment and grain 
refinement by ECAP. Consequently, the yield strength of PA-ECAP was expected to be 
much higher than H-ECAP, which was ECAPed without any prior aging. However, the 
tensile tests showed only 2 % difference in the yield strengths of the two cases. Possible 




grain refinement in H-ECAP, 2) possible partial dissolution, coarsening, and shearing of 
precipitates in PA-ECAP during ECAP, and 3) dynamic precipitation during ECAP in H-
ECAP. 
EBSD results in Figure 19 display uniform grain refinement, with almost identical 
grain size in the range of 300 – 400 nm, for H-ECAP and PA-ECAP. Nevertheless, the 
slight difference in grain size in both alloys may be correlated to the pre-ECAP grain size 
difference (H = 420.7 ± 183.0 µm and PA = 709.4 ± 464.7 µm). 
Table 6 Precipitate number density and mean precipitate radius evaluated from 
TEM images for the four different processed conditions of the alloy. 
 
 
The size and number density of coarse precipitates in all four conditions, as shown 
in Figure 20, are given in Table 6. Primary precipitates in H have a relatively low number 
density of 1.67 x 1018 m-3 and larger radius of ~37 nm. These precipitates are most likely 
intergranular Al3Zr, that forms during solidification and homogenization, and have been 





The number density of coarse precipitates increases after aging heat treatments and 
ECAP. The pre-ECAP precipitate evolution after several aging heat treatments has been 
discussed in detail by Erdeniz et al. [16]. Discussion in this section is mainly focused on 
the number density, sizes, distribution, and evolution of tri-aluminide precipitates after 
ECAP of H and PA conditions. High resolution TEM reveals extremely fine nanosized 
precipitates inside the grains of PA-ECAP and H-ECAP specimens.      
High resolution TEM images of PA-ECAP are displayed in Figure 27.  Quite a few 
coarse precipitates can be seen in Figure 27a and high magnification of one such 
precipitate of radius 13 nm, shows coherency of these precipitates with the aluminum 
matrix in Figure 27b. Also, it can be seen that these precipitates preserve their spherical 
morphology and do no fracture or shear after ECAP. Fragmentation and shearing of 
precipitates in aluminum based alloys, during ECAP has been observed in previous studies 
[46], [48], [74]. However, these precipitates are relatively larger in size and have plate-
like and needle-like morphologies. For this alloy, no precipitate shearing was observed in 







Figure 27 Bright field TEM from the flow plane of PA-ECAP showing (a) overall 
structure with grains elongated along the direction of ECAP shear plane, some 
coarse precipitates and high dislocation density after ECAP, (b) High 
magnification image of a 13 nm radius spherical L12 precipitate encircled in (a), 
shows no evidence of precipitate fracturing after ECAP. Dark field TEM showing 
(c-d) high density of fine precipitates distributed inside the grains, some coarse 






Dark field TEM, shown in Figure 27c-d, reveals very fine precipitates with a 
number density of 1.25491 x 1022 m-3 and radius of 3.9 ± 1.2 nm, distributed inside the 
grains. These nanosized tri-aluminides play an important role in strengthening and creep 
resistance by impeding the motion of dislocations. Relatively larger precipitates ~13 nm 
radius, can be seen pinning the grain boundaries in Figure 27d. The precipitate size and 
distribution of PA-ECAP condition is approximately similar as compared to PA and H-
ECAP, proving that no dissolution and coarsening took place in precipitation hardened 
alloy during ECAP. It was also highly unlikely because the solid solubility of the alloying 
elements is very limited at room temperature, even with the accelerated-precipitation 
kinetics after ECAP, the dissolution and precipitate coarsening is improbable. Moreover, 
high particle/matrix interfacial energy is necessary to initiate coarsening [86]. It is also 
reported that the onset of coarsening in V-containing Al-Sc alloys is at temperatures >400 
°C [16].  
Figure 28a present the TEM micrographs of H-ECAP displaying refined grain 
structure with high angle grain boundaries. The coarse precipitate (~33 nm radius) can be 
seen pinning at the triple junction in Figure 28a, is further magnified in Figure 28b. Unlike 
the precipitate observed in PA-ECAP (Figure 28b), this precipitate doesn’t reveal contrast 
difference and is therefore, most likely a primary Al3Zr precipitate. Presence of finely 
distributed, nanosized tri-aluminide precipitates of 2.1± 0.5 nm radius, shown in Figure 
28c-d, confirms the dynamic precipitation hypothesis during room temperature ECAP of 
a supersaturated Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si. The number density of 1.55 x 1022 m-3, is on the same 




precipitates inside the grains was also observed in Al 6061 after 4 ECAP passes at 100 °C 
[87]. That phenomenon, however, was termed as dynamic aging since the ECAP was 
performed at elevated temperature.  
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 28 Bright field TEM from the flow plane of H-ECAP showing (a) ultra-fine 
grain structure with high angle grain boundaries, (b) high magnification image of 
a ~33 nm radius primary precipitate. (c) Bright field and (d) dark field TEM image 
showing extremely fine, nanosized trialuminides in grain interior as result of 





The decomposition of supersaturated solution during ambient temperature ECAP 
is due to the deformation-accelerated diffusion instead of thermally-activated diffusion. 
Diffusion-controlled transformations during conventional work-hardening methods can be 
directly correlated to the process temperature. For instance, diffusion is negligible and 
often neglected during a cold work process, however, diffusion fluxes at elevated 
temperatures, during a hot working process, result in recovery and dynamic 
recrystallization processes in conjunction with deformation [88], [89]. Accelerated solid-
state diffusion under the application of intensive periodic plastic deformation such as 
mechanical alloying, has also been known for quite long [90]–[92]. However, this 
phenomenon during room temperature SPD is relatively new and has gained some interest 
recently [88], [93]–[96]. Unlike cold-working, severe straining during room-temperature 
ECAP results in the production of vacancy and interstitial sites, which can induce diffusion 
controlled processes during [74] or after ECAP [93]. The formation of L12 ordered 
precipitates in Al-Mg alloy has recently been observed during elevated temperature (>300 
°C) ECAP by Buanova et al. [94]. The main driving force in the decomposition of Al-Er-
Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy is the supersaturation. During SPD of a supersaturated alloy, there is a 
competition between non-equilibrium and equilibrium states [88]. Severe straining results 
in grain refinement which shifts the structure away from equilibrium. The excess stored 
energy in the system is utilized in decomposition of the kinetically suppressed phases and 




induces enough strain energy to initiate deformation-accelerated precipitation in Al-Er-
Sc-Zr-V-Si. 
4.4.2 Dynamic precipitation vs. static precipitation 
Dynamic precipitation refers to nucleation of precipitates as a by-product of a 
primary plastic deformation process. Whereas, static or conventional aging occurs at 
elevated temperature and excludes any deformation. Aging heat treatments and 
calorimetry analysis were employed to understand the precipitate evolution during 
isothermal and isochronal heating before and after ECAP. Peak-aged condition in H-
ECAP is subsequently obtained after 3 h aging at low temperature of 100 °C (Figure 23) 
and 5-10 min aging at 400 °C (Figure 24). A small increase in microhardness of H-ECAP 
during aging heat treatments indicate that the dynamic precipitation during ECAP was 
partial. H-ECAP showed thermal stability for up to 3 h at 300 °C and 1 h at 400 °C. A 
uniform distribution of precipitates was observed in H-ECAP and PA in general, 
nevertheless a large number Al3(X) precipitates also nucleate at the grain boundaries and 
dislocations (Figure 27d and Figure 28a). These precipitates inhibit grain coarsening 
during isothermal and isochronal aging of ECAPed H-ECAP. Hence, during the initial 
aging time and temperature, there is a synergism between precipitation and resistance to 
grain growth. This is possibly beneficial for initial high temperature stability but its effect 





Figure 29 shows the overlay of 400 °C isothermal aging and DIC thermogram of 
H-ECAP. The microhardness trend in post-ECAP alloys during isothermal aging is in 
good agreement with its DIC result. A large exothermic peak during the first 15 min 
followed by an endothermic peak may be correlated to the combined effect of 
precipitation, recrystallization and grain growth, and onset of precipitate coarsening. Heat 
is released during the vacancy and dislocation annihilation, giving an exothermic peak in 
DIC [97]. Starink [77] explains that the heat released during recrystallization is much 
smaller than it is for precipitation and can overlap the precipitation temperature regime. 
In this particular case, high heat flow during exothermic peak is expected to be due to the 
combined effect of microstructure restoration and precipitation. This also explains the 










































 H-ECAP (Heat flow)
Figure 29 Overlay of differential isothermal calorimetry and microhardness 
evolution of homogenized alloy after ECAP. Combined effect of precipitation, 





decrease in microhardness during the first 3 h of isothermal aging can be attributed to 
grain growth and precipitate coarsening, which is also shown by the two endotherms. At 
times >3 h, the microhardness decreases gradually until reaching the base alloy 
microhardness after 507 h. Despite high homologous temperature, grain structure resists 
coarsening during isothermal aging because of precipitates pinning at the grain 
boundaries. Similar observation was made by H. Hallem et al [98] for Al containing Hf, 
Sc, and Zr, which showed recrystallization resistance due to the formation of tri-aluminide 
precipitates.  
Figure 30 shows the overlay of 400 °C isothermal aging and DIC thermogram of 
H. The DIC peaks represent the precipitation sequence during aging of homogenized Al-
Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si. Knipling et al. [63] reviewed the measured activation energies of several 










































 H (Heat flow)
Figure 30 Overlay of differential isothermal calorimetry and microhardness 
evolution of homogenized alloy before ECAP. The evolution of microhardness is in 




activation energy for diffusion in Al [99], and is expected to precipitate first. Hence, the 
first DIC peak is attributed to the nucleation of Al3Er. The core-shell precipitation 
configuration [16] start to take form with the onset of precipitation of Sc, Zr, and V shells 
at 3, 23, and 24 h, respectively. The continuous increase in microhardness can be directly 
correlated to the precipitation peaks observed in DIC.  
4.5 Conclusions 
The effect of ECAP on the precipitate evolution and mechanical behavior of an 
Al–0.02Sc-0.005Er–0.07Zr–0.08V–0.06Si at. % alloy was studied. The following 
conclusion can be drawn from this work: 
1) Similar grain refinement, down to 308 nm ± 258 nm for homogenized 
condition and 390 nm ± 330 nm for peak-aged condition, was attained after ambient 
temperature ECAP using route 4Bc. The improvement in strength at the expense of 
ductility after ECAP was as expected. Only a small difference of ~2 % in yield strengths 
between homogenized and peak-aged conditions after ECAP was noted. 
2) TEM analysis showed two different populations of precipitates, referred to 
as coarse (~30 nm radius) and fine (~2.5 nm radius), in ECAPed conditions. Formation of 
nanosized tri-aluminides inside the grains of homogenized condition after ECAP 
confirmed dynamic precipitation. The decomposition of supersaturated solid solution 
during ambient temperature ECAP is due to the deformation-accelerated diffusion instead 
of thermally-activated diffusion. Precipitates in peak-aged alloy maintain their spherical 




3) Differential isothermal calorimetry at 400 °C revealed: i) several peaks 
corresponding to the sequential precipitation of Er, Sc, Zr, and V in homogenized 
condition and ii) an exothermic followed by an endothermic peak corresponding to 
recrystallization, grain growth and precipitate coarsening in homogenized condition after 
ECAP. Consequently, a good agreement between the DIC thermograms and 
microhardness plots after isothermal aging heat treatments was observed. 
4) Peak-microhardness state after 3 h aging at low temperature of 100 °C or 
15 min aging at 400 °C was achieved for homogenized condition after ECAP. 
Furthermore, the alloy showed a thermal stability for up to 3 h at 300 °C and 1 h at 400 
°C. This was attributed to the synergism between precipitation and resistance to grain 
growth during aging. TEM showed pinning of precipitates at the grain boundaries, which 















STRESS-INDUCED GRAIN GROWTH AND HIGH-TEMPERATURE 




Aluminum alloys are notable for their low density and can be tailored to exhibit 
combination of adequate strength and ductility through precipitation hardening and severe 
plastic deformation (SPD) processes. Aforementioned attributes make these alloys 
potential candidates for applications in aerospace, automotive, and power transmission 
industries [1], [3], [67]. 
Aluminum alloys, used in applications such as internal combustion engines, brake 
rotors, and high temperature wires, can be exposed to high temperatures with or without 
externally applied loads. It is important to understand the microstructural and mechanical 
changes that occur in these alloys under such conditions. Static grain growth (SGG) 
mechanisms and kinetics of nanostructured and ultra-fine-grained (UFG) aluminum alloys 
subjected to elevated temperatures (isothermal or isochronal annealing), have been 
reported in various theoretical and experimental studies [100]–[105].  
The interface or the grain boundary network has a certain free energy per unit area 
of the boundary that serves as a driving force for grain growth during isothermal annealing 
[106]. Another important and relatively less explored phenomenon is dynamic grain 




nature of applied stress, strain rate, strain, and temperature [107]–[115]. DGG is more 
pronounced in refined grain structures and can occur under various scenarios including 
tension [116], compression, creep [117], nanoindentation [118], and even SPD [119], 
[120]. Liao et al. studied deformation-induced grain growth in nanocrystalline Ni in high 
pressure torsion and reported that there is a certain critical stress/deformation mode that 
can induce grain growth, i.e. if the growth is primarily driven by stress and not diffusion.  
However, there is an upper cap to this form of grain growth, and the net result is 
the balance between grain refinement and grain growth [120]. Since DGG may occur 
under several stress modes and adversely affect the mechanical properties, it has important 
implications in manufacturing processes (hot rolling, forging, extrusion) and in-service 
applications (components that undergo uniaxial/multiaxial stresses during operation) 
[121]. DGG mechanisms include grain sliding, rotation, and grain boundary migration, 
which can also account for plasticity during deformation [109], [115], [122]. Stress 
assisted grain growth in an ECAPed commercially pure Al at elevated temperature using 
in-situ TEM was reported by Mompiou et al. [109]. They found coupling between shear 
and migration mechanisms during stress-assisted grain growth. 
Stress assisted grain growth in dispersion and precipitation strengthened aluminum 
alloys is also controlled by the size, volume fraction, and interaction of precipitates with 
the grain boundaries. In this context, Lin et al. [123] studied stress-induced grain growth 
in spark plasma sintered nanostructured Al containing Al2O3 and found that grain growth 
was inhibited during annealing in the absence of stress but significant growth occurred 




can influence the recrystallization and grain growth kinetics. Al-Sc alloys subjected to 
ECAP can yield UFG structure that can be stabilized by Zener pining by trialuminide 
precipitates [66], [124]. The question here is the effectiveness of these precipitates in 
resisting the grain growth during high temperature uniaxial deformation when both 
diffusion and stress-induced growth factors are at play, along with the dominant 
mechanisms of elevated temperature DGG in precipitation-hardenable Al alloys.   
The model alloy selected to study this phenomenon is a recently developed high 
temperature Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy. After a double-aging heat treatment of 350 °C/12 h 
and 400 °C/16 h from a homogenized condition, nanostructured trialuminide Al3X (X 
represents rare-earth and transition metal micro-additions) precipitates form which are 
hard, coherent, and thermally stable [16]. Erdeniz et al. [16] characterized core-shell 
structure of the precipitates, exhibiting superior coarsening resistance in Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-
Si system. A large volume fraction of these precipitates preferentially grow at the grain 
boundaries and exert a Zener pinning effect resulting in the impedance of grain growth 
during isothermal annealing [66][125].  
The role of trialuminide precipitates on the static and dynamic grain growth and 
their corresponding high temperature mechanical properties in ECAPed Al-Sc-X alloys 
has not been reported previously. Therefore, the aim of this research is to investigate the 
role of trialuminide precipitates in restraining the grain growth during static and dynamic 
isochronal annealing and their subsequent effect on elevated temperature tensile 
properties. Hence, to develop a better understanding, we report here: 1) the mechanical 




the kinetics of static grain growth (annealing without any load) and its comparison with 
dynamic grain growth (under uniaxial tensile deformation at elevated temperature). 
Mechanisms related to contrasting trend of mechanical properties (yield strength and 
ductility) at room temperature and elevated temperature are discussed. 
5.2 Experimental Procedure 
5.2.1 Alloy production and microstructure modification 
An aluminum alloy with micro additions of Sc, Er, V, Zr, and Si was selected for 
this study. The nominal at. % composition of the alloy is given in Table 7. The alloy 
production, optimization and selection of the aging parameters and corresponding 
precipitation sequence has been reported in our previous work [16]. The as-cast alloy was 
peak-aged by employing a special heat treatment. As described by Erdeniz et al., [16] the 
as-cast billets were first homogenized (H) at 640 °C for 4 hr and quenched in water. Later, 
they were subjected to a double-aging heat treatment of 350 °C/12 hr and 400 °C/16 hr to 
achieve a peak-aged (PA) condition comprising of finely distributed nanosized 
trialuminide Al3(Er, Sc, Zr, V) core-shell precipitates in Al matrix. The average grain sizes 
in homogenized only (H) and peak-aged (PA) conditions were measured to be 411 ± 232 
μm and 656 ± 385 μm, respectively. Optical micrographs of initial microstructures are 
shown in Figure 31. Grain refinement in H and PA alloys was achieved through Equal 
Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) at room temperature using route 4Bc, and in the text 
these conditions for convenience will be referred to as H-ECAP and PA-ECAP. ECAP 
had an internal angle of 90° between the die channels. ECAP route Bc with 4-8 number 




high degree of misorientation and high angle grain boundaries in various alloys including 
aluminum [29], [59], [60].  
 
Table 7 Composition in at. %, of alloying additions in aluminum. 
 
Sc Er Zr V Si Al 




5.2.2 High temperature tensile deformation 
This specific Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy was developed for high temperature 
applications and its creep behavior has been reported by Erdeniz et al. [16]. The tensile 
properties of this alloy after ECAP at high temperatures of up to 400 °C (~ homologous 
temperature = 0.72) are reported here. Uniaxial tensile tests were carried out on flat dog-
bone, miniature specimens of 26 mm overall length (11 mm gauge length).  The tensile 
      500 µm 500 µm
   b) 
Figure 31 As-received optical microscopy images of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V alloys in a) 
Homogenized (H) condition with average grain size of 411 ± 232 μm and b) Peak-




specimens were electro-discharge machined from the middle section of PA billet and flow 
planes, and, along extrusion direction for H-ECAP and PA-ECAP billets. Tests were 
performed using an MTS Insight machine equipped with a 1 kN load cell and a split tube 
single zone furnace. The temperature of the specimens was maintained within ± 2 °C of 
the intended temperature, measured with a thermocouple placed on the surface of the 
specimen. All the tensile tests were conducted at an initial strain rate of 10-4 s-1 and strain 
was measured using a high temperature Epsilon Model 3549, 0.5 in. gauge length contact 
extensometer with measuring range of +100/-5%. 
In addition, decremental step strain-rate tensile tests were conducted at 200, 300, 
and 400 °C to evaluate strain rate sensitivity (SRS) of UFG H-ECAP and PA-ECAP 
conditions. At each temperature the initial strain rate of 10-2 s-1 was used for up to 10 % 
strain to overcome work hardening and achieve steady stress. Thereafter, one order of 
magnitude strain rate step decrement was applied until 10-5 s-1. 
Incremental and decremental strain-rate sensitivity are two most commonly used 
methods, and their comparison was made by Hedworth and Stowell [126]. Incremental 
strain rate, in particular, is susceptible to structural changes such as dynamic grain growth 
and defect structure. In this study decremental strain-rate sensitivity method was applied 
because decremental step strain-rate tests are more efficient in reaching steady-state stress 
and maintaining isostructural condition [127]. SRS tests were conducted at 200, 300, and 






5.2.3 Annealing heat treatments and microstructure characterization 
First, PA, H-ECAP, and PA-ECAP conditions were subjected to isochronal 
annealing heat treatments to compare their thermal stability which is gauged by their 
ability to maintain microhardness after being subjected to annealing at various 
temperatures. The isochronal annealing was conducted in the temperature range of 50 to 
575 °C with 50 °C increments and a hold time of 3 h at each temperature step. Vickers 
microhardness was periodically measured after each heat treatment step. At least 10 
indentations were recorded per specimen by employing a 50 gf load and a dwell time of 
15 s. Prior to Vickers microhardness testing, the heat-treated specimens were ground and 
polished to 1µm finish using diamond paste. 
Second, to understand grain growth in the H-ECAP and PA-ECAP materials, 
annealing heat treatments at 400 °C were carried out under static and dynamic conditions. 
All specimens were electro-discharge machined from flow planes and along extrusion 
direction. In dynamic annealing, specimens were subjected to interrupted uniaxial tensile 
tests at 400 °C. The tensile tests were carried out at an initial strain rate of 10-4 s-1 and 
interrupted after the specimens were deformed to plastic strains of 10 % and 30 %. In order 
to allow for direct comparisons, static annealing experiments for times similar to tensile 
tests were carried out on specimens with similar dimensions, inside the same furnace 
setup. All heat treatments were terminated with water quenching. 
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was employed to evaluate grain size and 
misorientation angle distributions, and sub-grains after static and dynamic annealing heat 




uniformly deformed gauge sections of the tensile specimens with 10% and 30% strain. 
EBSD specimens were ground to 1200 grit size in several steps, then polished using 1 µm, 
0.25 µm diamond paste and final polishing using 0.05 µm colloidal silica. For the 
isochronal aged specimens EBSD maps were measured using the Tescan FERA-3 Model 
GMH under an accelerating voltage of 20 kV with varying step sizes from 0.1 microns to 
1.5 microns due to varying grain sizes. For the dynamic annealing study, a Philips XL30 
FEG SEM with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and spot size 5 (about 5 nA current) was 
used to perform EBSD. The step size was 0.2 microns.  EBSD data was collected and 
analyzed using Oxford Instruments Aztec, Channel-5, EDAX TEAM and OIM Analysis 
softwares. In all EBSD images grain tolerance angle of >1° or >5° was used, as specified 
in the figure captions.   
FEI Techna Transmission electron microscope (TEM), operating at 120 KeV was 
employed to observe nano-precipitation behavior in H-ECAP and PA-ECAP conditions 
of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si. TEM samples were prepared by starting from ~1.5 mm thin slices 
cut from the representative billets. The slices were subsequently ground by mechanical 
means to less than 100 µm thickness. 3 mm diameter discs were punched from the twin-
jet electro-polished specimens in 30 vol. % HNO3 + 70 vol. % CH3OH electrolyte at -10 
°C, utilizing a 10 Vdc potential.  
5.3 Results 
The aspects of grain refinement and precipitate microstructure in H and PA 
materials after ECAP and their corresponding room temperature mechanical properties are 




Some key ambient temperature mechanical properties are summarized in  
Table 8 for the benefit of the reader. One key conclusion was that the small difference in 
yield strengths of H-ECAP and PA-ECAP alloys at ambient temperature were mainly due 
to differences in precipitation behaviors during ECAP (Chapter 4). 
 
Table 8 Grain size and room temperature mechanical properties of Al–Sc–Er–Zr–
V–Si alloy in Homogenized (H), Peak-aged (PA), Homogenized + ECAP (H-ECAP), 
and Peak-aged + ECAP (PA-ECAP) conditions. 
 
5.3.1 Microhardness variations with temperature 
At elevated temperatures, the ability of ECAP processed aluminum alloys to 
maintain their microhardness is important from potential applications stand-point. 
Therefore, a detailed isochronal heat treatments study and periodically measured 
microhardness was carried out. Figure 32 shows the variation of microhardness after static 




stability range and corresponding microhardness for each case. The variation in 
microhardness of peak-aged alloy prior to ECAP is also presented for comparison.   
Prior to heat treatments, PA-ECAP condition possessed the highest microhardness 
due to combined strengthening effect of precipitates and ultra-fine grains. It maintains its 
microhardness, with a mean microhardness of 62 HV, for up to 250 °C followed by steady 
decrease at higher temperatures. H-ECAP shows a similar trend but maintains a mean 
microhardness of 59 HV up to higher temperature of 300 °C.  
  
Figure 32 Evolution of microhardness after isochronal annealing heat treatment 
using temperature step of 50 °C and time of 3 h / step. Dotted lines represent the 
range of thermal stability for each case. PA has an average microhardness of 52 
HV up to 400 °C. H-ECAP has microhardness of 59 HV up to 3000 °C. PA-ECAP 















































In comparison, the peak-aged alloy prior to ECAP maintains appreciable 
microhardness of 52 HV up to 400 °C, which coincidently is also the temperature utilized 
for achieving the peak-microhardness in this alloy in the two-step aging heat treatment, 
described in Section 2.1. Precipitates play an obvious role in maintaining microhardness 
levels when the alloy is exposed to elevated temperatures for extended periods of time, in 
both pre- and post-ECAP conditions.  
In an earlier study, we compared the mechanical response of our current model 
alloy and an Al-1100 (commercially pure Al with no precipitates) after ECAP, using route 
4Bc. In ECAPed condition, Al-1100 showed a sharp drop in microhardness after 150 °C / 
3 hr annealing [128]. Horita et al. [129], also reported that yield strength and UTS of 
ECAPed Al-1100 starts to show decline after 150 °C which was attributed mainly to grain 
growth at high temperatures in the absence of precipitates. 
Figure 33 and Figure 34 shows EBSD orientation maps of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si in H-
ECAP and PA-ECAP conditions at various stages of the isochronal annealing heat 
treatments. Corresponding grain sizes and their variation with annealing temperature are 
presented in Figure 35. H-ECAP alloy shows rapid initial growth rate from 0.31 to 0.80 
µm at 50 °C, resulting in a polygonised grains and sub-grain structure. Growth of grains 
and sub-grains in the PA-ECAP alloy can be seen along the direction of the shear plane, 












Figure 33 EBSD orientation maps with grain tolerance angle of >1° displaying 
evolution of microstructure of H-ECAP after isochronal annealing heat treatment 
using temperature step of 100 °C and time of 3 h / step. Grain growth is relatively 
uniform up to 350 °C. Discontinuous grain growth is observed at 450 °C and 550 °C. 
As-ECAPed, Grain Size: 
0.31 ± 0.26 µm
150oC / 3 h, Grain size: 
0.93 ± 0.72 µm
350oC / 3 h, Grain size: 
1.25 ± 0.78 µm
250oC / 3 h, Grain size: 
1.02 ± 0.675 µm
450oC / 3 h, Grain Size: 
1.30 ± 1.06 µm
550oC / 3 h, Grain Size: 
51.61 ± 85.22 µm
10 µm 200 µm
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As-ECAPed, Grain Size: 
0.39 ± 0.33 m
150oC / 3 h, Grain size: 
0.65 ± 0.27 µm
350oC / 3 h, Grain size: 
1.01 ± 0.62 µm
250oC / 3 h, Grain size: 
0.75 ± 0.41 µm
450oC / 3 h, Grain Size: 
1.54 ± 1.70 µm
550oC / 3 h, Grain Size: 
54.7 ± 48.3 µm
10 µm 10 µm 50 µm
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Figure 34 EBSD orientation maps with grain tolerance angle of >1° displaying 
evolution of microstructure of PA-ECAP after isochronal annealing heat treatment 
using temperature step of 100 °C and time of 3 h / step. Grain are orientated along 
the shear plane of ECAP at ~45°. Grain growth is relatively uniform up to 350 °C. 






Also, the PA-ECAP alloy, shows superior resistance to grain growth as compared 
to the H-ECAP under similar conditions. However, both conditions display similar trends 
in grain growth as temperature is increased. Relatively, continuous grain growth was 
limited up to 450 °C but at 500 °C both conditions exhibit discontinuous grain growth 
resulting in a more pronounced bimodal microstructure. Similar observation were reported 
by Bommareddy [130], during annealing of deformed Al(0.1% Sc) using 8 passes of 
ECAP with 90° rotation. However, it is proved here that as low as 0.013 at. % Sc and 
substituting the rest of it with lower cost elements of Er, Zr, and V elements can still give 


















                
           
            
Figure 35 Static grain growth represented by grain diameter as a function of 




5.3.2 High temperature tensile properties and strain rate sensitivity 
Tensile stress vs. strain plots at temperatures of 200, 300 and 400 °C for H-ECAP, 
PA-ECAP, and PA alloys, obtained by utilizing initial strain rate of 10-4 s-1 are displayed 
in Figure 36. The variations of ultimate tensile strengths and % elongations with 
temperature are plotted in Figure 37. Solid and dotted lines represent tensile tests at 10-4 
s-1 initial strain rate and % elongations, respectively. As mentioned previously, at ambient 
temperature the H-ECAP alloy showed comparable strength to the PA-ECAP, which was 
largely attributed to partial dynamic precipitation during ECAP (Chapter 4). However, the 
nature of the precipitates that form during ECAP compared to the double-aging heat 
treatment of cast alloy remains an unanswered question and will be the subject of a 
subsequent study.  
Tensile strength of ECAPed conditions is higher than PA up to 300 °C. A drop in 
ductility of PA can be observed at higher temperatures whereas ECAPed conditions 
display increase in ductility with an increase in temperature which is a typical for an 
ECAPed material having high grain misorientation. At elevated temperatures, H-ECAP 
alloy possess superior UTS at all test temperatures compared to PA-ECAP alloy. But 
largely speaking, both ECAPed alloys show similar trends in strength decrease with 
increase in test temperature accompanied with increase in tensile elongations from 20 % 
at room temperature to up to 85 % at 400 °C. These trends are largely consistent with 
earlier reported results on high temperature tensile response of ECAP processed metallic 
alloys [131]. In comparison, PA condition prior to ECAP has an UTS of 140 MPa at 




elevated temperatures, the PA alloy shows a steady drop in strength up-to 300 °C, 
thereafter at 400 °C it maintains strength of 20 MPa. At about 350 °C, all alloys (with and 
without ECAP), show similar strengths, which is also consistent with microhardness 








Figure 36 Stress vs. strain plots at 200, 300, and 400 °C, utilizing tensile tests at 
constant strain rate of 10-4 s-1. Line texture represents processing condition of Al-
Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si, while colors denote the test temperature. Inset image shows 






































































































                
PA (Stress) H-ECAP (Stress) PA-ECAP (Stress)
PA-(% Elongation) H-ECAP-(% Elongation) PA-ECAP-(% Elongation)
Figure 37 Ultimate tensile strengths and % tensile elongations are plotted as a 
function of test temperature for Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy in peak-aged (PA), 
homogenized and ECAPed (H-ECAP) and Peak-aged and ECAPed conditions. 
Continuous drop in strengths can be observed for all three conditions. PA stabilizes 




Strain rate sensitivity of UFG, H-ECAP and PA-ECAP alloys at elevated 
temperatures was evaluated using decremental step-strain rate tensile test. During strain 
rate jump test steady strain rate sensitivity is a sum of instantaneous and transient 
sensitivity, hence, m is computed using the relationship: 
 
𝑚 = (𝑑 ln 𝜎) /(𝑑 ln 𝜖̇)  (1) 
 
𝜎 = [𝐶𝜖̇𝑚]𝜖,𝑇    (2) 
 
where flow stress, 𝜎 is taken by extrapolating the stress after transient period 
following the strain rate (𝜖̇) decrement, as also reported by Picu et al. [132]. Empirical 
constant, C and strain rate sensitivity parameter, m is evaluated from steady-state stress 
vs. strain rate plots. Steady state stress variation with strain rate for each alloy condition 
and temperature is shown in Figure 38(a). Figure 38 (b) shows the variation of m values 
with temperature and both ECAPed conditions showed similar trends in m-value. Similar 
conclusion was drawn by Xu et al. [133] in their SRS investigation utilizing micro-
compression testing on UFG pure Al. The aspects of strain rate sensitivity in micro-alloyed 




























Figure 38 a) Steady state stress values evaluated from decremental strain rate tests 
and plotted as function of strain rate to calculate strain rate sensitivity (m) values.  






5.3.3 Grain growth during static annealing and high temperature tensile 
deformation 
EBSD was carried out to study grain growth in both alloys under dynamic 
conditions after being subjected to elevated temperature tensile deformation.  
Figure 39 shows unique grain color maps of H-ECAP and PA-ECAP with grain 
tolerance angle of > 5°, prior to deformation (static case), and after 10 % tensile strain at 
400 °C. Figure 40 shows the corresponding grain sizes and distribution plots. The static 
i.e. zero load condition here represents samples exposed to 400 °C for 32.67 min which is 
the total time it took for the tensile sample to reach set temperature (at 25 °C / min, 16 
min) and be deformed to 10% strain (16.67 min). The static grain growth results in similar 
grain morphologies for both H-ECAP (Figure 39a) and PA-ECAP (Figure 39b) conditions 
and average grain sizes of 1.40 ± 1.15 µm and 1.29 ± 1.01 µm, respectively.  
After 10% tensile strain, in H-ECAP alloy (Figure 39c), a larger grain size of 2.00 
± 1.64 µm evolves and uniform DGG is dominant with a hint of grain rotation mechanism 
as shown by the alignment and elongation of many grains along the tensile direction 
(marked on the figure). In comparison, after 10% tensile strain, a grain size of 1.47 ± 1.25 
µm evolves in PA-ECAP condition, with some evidence of non-uniform DGG, as shown 
in Figure 39d.  
Figure 40 shows moderate right skewness in grain size distributions with slightly 
heavy right tails for all conditions. H-ECAP (no load) grain size distribution curve in 
comparison with H-ECAP (10 %), shows a larger peak and translation towards larger grain 













           
          
            
          
           
       
b) PA-ECAP: 
No load
Figure 39 Unique grain color plots with grain tolerance angle of >5°, after static 
and dynamic annealing (10 % strain, utilizing initial strain rate of 10-4 s-1) at 400 
°C. Annealing time for ‘no load’ test conditions was matched with the total time 













Figure 40 Grain size distribution plots after static (no load) and dynamic annealing 



















               




Second series of interrupted tensile tests were conducted up to 30 % strain to study 
growth effects in both conditions. Figure 41 shows unique grain color maps of H-ECAP 
and PA-ECAP alloys after 30 % strain at 400 °C. Figure 42 display the corresponding 
grain size distributions. Static annealing (no load) heat treatments for this case are for 66 
min (heating + holding time). During static annealing, both conditions again maintain fine 
grain structure and comparable grain sizes (Figure 41 a-b). The PA-ECAP alloy exhibits 
higher resistance to grain growth, with average grain size of 1.38 ± 0.91 µm, compared to 
the H-ECAP alloy which has an average grain size of 1.60 ± 1.15 µm. However, under 
dynamic conditions, after 30% tensile strain, grain growth results in an average grain size 
of 1.93 ± 2.25 µm in the H-ECAP alloy, which is quite similar to the 10% tensile strain 
case. Dynamic grain growth in the PA-ECAP alloy showed an increase to 1.76 ± 1.69 µm.  
There is now non-uniformity in DGG of the H-ECAP alloy, as shown by multiple 
peaks of its grain distribution curve. DGG distribution curve of the PA-ECAP alloy shows 
strong bimodality with first peak appearing at 3 µm and second peak with almost similar 
area fraction at ~22 µm. The discontinuous DGG comprising of mixed fractions of fine 



























Figure 41 Unique grain color plots with grain tolerance angle of >5°, after static 
(no load) and dynamic annealing (30 % strain, utilizing constant strain rate of 10-
4 s-1) at 400 °C. Annealing time for ‘no load’ test conditions was matched with the 














Figure 42 Grain size distribution plots after static (no load) and dynamic annealing 

























Ambient and elevated temperature mechanical behavior and microstructure 
evolution during static and dynamic annealing of a high temperature Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si 
alloy deformed by equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) was carried out to understand 
the role of precipitates in maintaining strength i.e. thermal stability, and restraining grain 
growth. 
5.4.1 Strengthening mechanisms and dynamic strain aging 
Strengthening in PA condition directly stems from the precipitation of core-shell 
nano-precipitates as explained by numerous studies on Al-Sc alloys [16], [128], [134]–
[136]. In PA-ECAP, strengthening is believed to be due to grain size reduction and 
dislocation strengthening) as well as due to the presence of precipitates created prior to 
ECAP by double aging. It was expected for H-ECAP to exhibit strengthening mainly due 
to grain size reduction after ECAP and some fraction due to solid solution strengthening 
from alloying additions.  
However, previous investigation into H-ECAP led to the conclusion that there is 
partial dynamic precipitation which occurs during room temperature ECAP of a 
homogenized Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy (Chapter 4).  
Each strengthening mechanism has their specific contribution to the overall stress 
and they are often considered to follow additive rule with the assumption that they are 
independent of each other [40], [137]: 




where 𝜎𝑜 is the Peierls stress, 𝜎𝑠𝑠 is the contribution from solid solution strengthening, 
𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑡 is the contribution from precipitation strengthening, 𝜎𝑔𝑠 is the contribution from grain 
size strengthening, and  𝜎𝜌 is the contribution from dislocation strengthening. These 
mechanisms are difficult to individually quantify in situations where they superimpose 
and/or rapidly change when subjected to elevated temperatures. This is because high 
energy grain boundaries and high dislocation density together with remaining partial 
degree of supersaturation (for H-ECAP condition) tends to reach thermodynamic 
equilibrium when subjected to annealing. Consequently, the alloy can undergo reduction 
in strength due to grain growth and precipitate coarsening and concurrent increment in 
strength due to decomposition of saturated solid solution. This mechanism can be used to 
explain thermal stabilities (ability to maintain hardness) of PA-ECAP and H-ECAP in 
Figure 32. Partial dynamic aging during annealing treatment allows the thermal stability 
range in H-ECAP up to 300 °C. Whereas, microhardness in PA-ECAP alloy shows a drop 
after 250 °C, since the precipitates in this alloy are expected to have higher coarsening 
kinetics compared to its undeformed counterpart (PA alloy).  This is because SPD 
processed alloy have increased dislocation and vacancy density and high grain boundary 
area that increases effective diffusion coefficient of the alloy and reduces time/temperature 
at which maximum hardness can be sustained [40], [71], [138]. Consequently, we observe 
higher thermal stability (ability to maintain hardness) range, of up to 400 °C in PA alloy, 
with mean microhardness of ~52 HV. Difference in the mean microhardness between H-
ECAP and PA-ECAP corresponds to the difference in grain size plateaus in the same 




Dynamic strain aging can be substantiated by the transient UTS curve of H-ECAP 
at 200 °C as shown in Figure 37. J. Morris [139] discussed some characteristic flow stress 
vs. temperature curves for aluminum alloys which are subjected to dynamic strain aging 
behavior. The transient behavior in the curve signifies the extent of dynamic strain aging 
in an alloy. It is observed in Figure 37 that H-ECAP surpasses stress levels of PA-ECAP 
at all temperatures above room temperature which is attributed to partial dynamic strain 
aging. However, dynamic strain aging has occurred to a lesser extent since there already 
had been partial precipitation during ECAP as discussed in the previous chapter. Higher 
grain growth resistance of H-ECAP, particularly at temperatures above 400 °C, is also 
attributed to concurrent precipitation during static annealing. 
Ductility has also been observed to be higher for H-ECAP with up to 82 % 
elongation at 400 °C. This is a consequence of higher intragranular precipitation instead 
of intergranular. Figure 43 shows TEM images of H-ECAP and PA-ECAP taken from the 
flow planes. No significant grain boundary precipitation can be seen in H-ECAP  
(Figure 43a) whereas evidence of intragranular precipitation in H-ECAP can be observed 
in Figure 43b. In contrast, precipitates in PA-ECAP can be seen decorating along the grain 
boundaries in Figure 43c. Higher magnification TEM of PA-ECAP in Figure 43d shows 
a combination of intergranular as well as intragranular precipitation. During conventional 
aging grain boundaries act as preferred nucleation sites for precipitation [16], [140]. 
However, ECAP of a supersaturated solid solution can suppress intergranular precipitation 
and assist precipitation in grain interiors due to numerous nucleation sites in form of high 




increase in ductility of UFG Al-Cu-Sc by suppressing intergranular precipitation and 
promoting it in the grain interiors. On the contrary, low ductility in PA may also be 




         
c) PA-ECAP
Figure 43 (a) TEM from the flow plane of H-ECAP show essentially precipitate free 
grain boundaries. (b) High magnification TEM of H-ECAP show finely distributed 
nanosized precipitates in the grain interior. (c) Precipitates in PA-ECAP decorating 
along the grain boundary. (d) High magnification shows grain interior precipitation 




Strain rate sensitivity is another important parameter that gives insight into 
material deformation behavior at varying strain rates. Results in Figure 38 indicate that 
there is a strong dependence of SRS on temperature for both ECAPed conditions. This is 
attributed to high dislocation density as also reported by Hu et al. [133]. For Al-Er-Sc-Zr-
V-Si, SRS is further enhanced by interaction of dislocations with nano-precipitates. 
Temperature plays a role by increasing dislocation mobility and reducing the mean free 
time for interaction with precipitates. SRS higher than 0.25 for H-ECAP after 300 °C may 
also be attributed to intragranular dynamic strain aging. 
5.4.2 Static grain growth as a function of annealing temperature   
 Remarkable grain coarsening resistance, under 2 µm diameter for up to 450 °C, 
has been observed for PA-ECAP as well as H-ECAP. The comparable growth behavior of 
H-ECAP is due to partial dynamic precipitation and accelerated aging kinetics as 
discussed earlier. A. Bommareddy et al. [130] compared the grain diameter as a function 
of annealing temperature of Al-0.1%Sc. Results of Al-Sc-Er-V-Si alloy (H-ECAP and PA-
ECAP) here show similar trend but higher grain growth resistance compared to Al-0.1%Sc 
alloy. However, it is also necessary to mention that Al-0.1%Sc alloy in their study was 
subjected to 8 passes ECAP and 10 h / step isochronal annealing treatment. Nevertheless, 
it is important to highlight our present findings that Sc content as low as 0.013 at. %, with 
partial substitutions of Er, Zr, and V, can also effectively maintain refined grain structure 
up to 450 °C.  
EBSD images in Figure 33 and Figure 34 for H-ECAP and PA-ECAP, 




observed by Bommareddy et al. [130]. Nano-trialuminide precipitates play a vital role in 
restraining both continuous and discontinuous grain growth. A study on commercial pure 
aluminum deformed using 8Bc ECAP route could maintain microstructure stability at 
temperature below 250 °C and discontinuous grain character appears in temperature range 
of 275 – 300 °C [143]. 
5.4.3 Mechanisms and kinetics of stress-induced grain coarsening   
Stress-induced grain growth has important implications for this alloy in 
applications where it will undergo stress at elevated temperatures. Grain boundaries are 
high energy areas and grain growth occurs to lower the excess free energy [115]. 
Characterization of DGG has been used here to compare the kinetics with that of SGG and 
understand the effective role of precipitates in each case. It can be observed from Figure 
39d that discontinuous grain growth starts in PA-ECAP with only 10 % strain at 400 °C. 
While there is still noticeable resistance to grain growth for both conditions after 10 % 
strain (corresponding to 32.67 min static annealing), onset of transition from continuous 
to discontinuous grain growth in PA-ECAP (10 % strain) has been sharply accelerated 
compared to static annealing where it first appeared during 450 °C / 3 h annealing heat 
treatment. However, H-ECAP still display relatively uniform and continuous grain 
growth. Discontinuous DGG in PA-ECAP is imposed by Zener-drag on a large fraction 
of grains due to pinning of precipitates at the grain boundaries. Ability of precipitates in 
stabilizing the grain and sub-grain structure of a deformed alloy is well established and 




Unique grain color maps in Figure 41 shows sharp abnormal stress-induced grain 
growth when H-ECAP and PA-ECAP are subjected to 30 % strain. At this point, H-ECAP 
is believed to have been fully dynamically aged with both intergranular and intragranular 
precipitation. Precipitation along the grain boundaries effectively maintains the sub-grain 
structure and precipitation which is only of intragranular character, allow the grains to 
rotate and grow along the tensile deformation direction. As a result, we observe multiple 
peaks in H-ECAP grain size distribution as shown in Figure 42. For PA-ECAP, there is 
also strong bimodal DGG, however there is limited grain rotation as evident from grain 
orientation which is maintained along shear plane of ECAP due to effective pinning. 
Hence, the primary deformation mechanism in PA-ECAP is grain boundary migration and 
sliding. High tensile ductility of 70 – 80 % in ECAPed alloys at 400 °C is also a 
consequence of inhomogeneous grain growth, as reported by authors previously in their 
deformation studies of nanocrystalline and UFG alloys [116], [145], [146]. Han et. al. 
[147] compared tensile ductility in nanostructured aluminum alloys processed by SPD and 
powder metallurgy, and found that there is a general trend of decrease in ductility with 
grain refinement, however, development of bimodal structure by adding small volume 
fraction of un-milled coarse-grained powders improves the ductility of the alloy.  
In this study, such bimodal microstructure is spontaneously produced during high 
temperature deformation. Fine grains contribute to the strength according to Hall-Petch 





Kinetics of grain growth during static and stress-induced annealing can be 
described by the grain growth relationship: 
𝑅𝑛 − 𝑅𝑜
𝑛 = 𝐾𝑡   (4) 
Where 𝑅 and 𝑅𝑜are final and initial grain radius at time t, n is the grain growth 
exponent which is generally between 2 and 4, 𝑛 = 3 is expected for grain growth in alloys 
with the presence of fine precipitates [148]. K is defined by an Arrhenius type relation 
given by 𝐾 = 𝐴 exp(−𝑄/𝑅𝑇),  where A and R are constants, T is absolute temperature 
and Q is activation energy. 
 
 
Figure 44 Grain radius difference (𝑹𝟑 − 𝑹𝒐
𝟑) plotted as a function of annealing time 
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Figure 44 shows the plot of grain radius difference (𝑅3 − 𝑅𝑜
3) as a function of 
annealing time according to Equation 4, with grain growth exponent of 3. Under static 
conditions, PA-ECAP has the highest grain coarsening resistance and slowest kinetics as 
compared to H-ECAP which is consistent with grain growth results at various 
temperatures discussed in Section 4.2. During DGG there is a ~5 – 6 fold increase in grain 
growth kinetics. H-ECAP alloy does not exhibit significant difference in DGG kinetics 
compared to PA-ECAP alloy. Hence, it can be concluded that there is no effect of partial 
dynamic precipitation and DSA on DGG kinetics of H-ECAP alloy. However, their effect 
is clear in terms of the magnitude of grain growth and the difference in mechanical 
properties of H-ECAP and PA-ECAP alloys. 
5.5 Conclusions 
Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy was subjected to ECAP route 4Bc at ambient temperature 
before and after peak-aging heat treatment. The following conclusions were made: 
1. There is a slight tradeoff between mean microhardness and thermal stability range.  
PA-ECAP has the highest mean microhardness of 62 HV with stability range up 
to 250 °C. H-ECAP has slightly low microhardness of 59 HV with range of up to 
300 °C. In contrast PA condition has highest thermal stability range up to its aging 
temperature of 400 °C but at an even lower mean microhardness of 52 HV. 
2. H-ECAP and PA-ECAP both show high resistance to grain coarsening during 
isochronal annealing. Transition from continuous to discontinuous grain growth 
was observed at 450 °C for both alloys. This also corresponds to the decrease in 




than H-ECAP due to Zener pinning effect on the grain boundaries. At 450 °C and 
beyond, H-ECAP has relatively lower average grain diameter due to concurrent 
aging and pinning of precipitates during annealing.  
3. Dynamic strain aging (DSA) in H-ECAP alloy was evaluated from the transient in 
the tensile strength vs. test temperature curve, which allows higher strength than 
PA-ECAP at these temperatures. Reduction in strength due to grain coarsening is 
compensated by nucleation of precipitates when subjected to elevated 
temperatures. Higher ductility and strong dependence of strain rate sensitivity to 
temperature for H-ECAP is expected to be due to intragranular precipitation during 
DSA. 
4. Different mechanisms of DGG were observed in H-ECAP and PA-ECAP. In PA-
ECAP grain growth was due to boundary migration and sliding and maintained the 
direction of ECAP shear plane. After DGG in H-ECAP, grain rotation along the 
tensile direction, in addition to boundary migration and sliding, was observed from 
EBSD pole figures. Transition from continuous to discontinuous DGG for PA-
ECAP was observed after 10% strain. H-ECAP still maintained continuous and 
uniform DGG at this strain. Different modes of grain growth also play an important 
role that results in higher strength for H-ECAP compared to PA-ECAP. 
Discontinuous DGG was observed in both alloys at 30 % strain. 
5. DSA and delayed on-set of continuous to discontinuous grain growth in H-ECAP 
had no effect on kinetics of grain growth as compared to PA-ECAP. However, the 





EFFECT OF VANADIUM, NIOBIUM OR TANTALUM MICRO-ALLOYING ON 
THE MECHANICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF  
AL-ER-SC-ZR-SI ALLOY  
 
6.1 Introduction 
In the last decades transition and rare earths (RE) micro-alloying additions in 
aluminum has been investigated widely to substitute the iron-based alloys and titanium 
alloys exposed to intermediate temperatures (250–400 °C) and low stresses i.e. < 20MPa 
[14]. The age-hardenable Al-Sc alloys containing nanosized and coherent Al3Sc (L12-
ordered) precipitates are extensively used for high-temperature structural applications 
including aerospace and automotive systems owing to their high strength/weight ratio, 
toughness, good oxidation resistance, and good electrical properties. Past studies showed 
that Sc, Zr etc. micro-alloying addition improves the strength and creep resistance 
temperatures at higher temperature (above ~250 ºC), corrosion resistance, and other 
service performance, by forming coarsening resistant Al3(ScxZr1-x) (L12) core-shell 
precipitates [12], [16], [24], [149]–[151]. Further, to reduce the cost of dilute Al-Sc-Zr 
alloys associated mainly with Sc without compromising on the creep resistance, 
replacement of Sc with lower-cost Erbium (Er) has proven to be effective. In Al-Er-Sc-Zr 
alloys, precipitates structure consists of core/double-shell structure where Er-enriched 
core is surrounded by Sc-enriched and Zr enriched inner and outer shell respectively [24]. 
Moreover, in recent years, extensive research has been dedicated to find other alloying 




content, while maintaining the requirement of forming coherent tri-aluminide 
nanoprecipitates (L12-ordered) [152]. Recently, Erdeniz et al. investigated the effect of 
micro-addition of Vanadium on coarsening and creep-resistant properties of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-
Si alloys. The authors reported that after optimizing the peak-aging parameters, the alloy 
showed a maximum hardness of *600 MPa due to the presence of L12-ordered, coherent 
Al3(Er,Sc,Zr,V) precipitates [16].  
While precipitation hardening improve the certain properties of Al alloys, it also 
introduces electrochemical heterogeneities which promote the corrosion [153]. These 
precipitates form galvanic couples between matrix and themselves which lead to severe 
intergranular corrosion (IGC). The spontaneous formation of thin invisible oxide layer on 
Al surface upon exposure to corrosive solution, is a key characteristic of aluminum. This 
highly resistive and self-protecting skin on Al avoids the further oxidation of underlying 
metal and protects it until the film breakdown. Moreover, it was reported that compared 
to non-heat-treatable alloys, increasing alloying content in heat-treatable alloys also 
results in the formation of nonhomogeneous surface film. The nonhomogeneous oxide 
layer is usually more susceptible and sanitized to the onset of localized corrosion [154]. 
Hence, a tradeoff exists between mechanical and corrosion properties in precipitation 
hardenable Al alloys [153].  
The alloying addition of Zr and Sc to Al has been proven effective in terms of 
corrosion resistance by improving the properties of oxide film present on the surface [155]. 
Neubert et al. reported that Sc containing Al alloys forms oxide film consisting of Sc2O3 




action of Sc can be divided into two parts, first fine Sc2O3 mechanically blocks the surface 
and promotes the sluggishness of the pits occurred. Second, the partial dissolution of Sc 
increases the vacancy concentration in the oxide layer results the increased 
thermodynamic activity of Al in the defective oxide layer thereby promoting the formation 
of thick and compact dense oxide layer [155]. Also, the role of Zr in improving corrosion 
resistance of Al-Sc-Zr is similar as it does in conventional Al alloys. In Al-Zr alloys, Zr 
enriches the surface layer owing to its lesser electronegativity and higher affinity to 
oxygen compared to pure Al [156]. Similarly, Bhardwaj et al. studied the surface oxide 
properties of Al-Ta alloys using scanning tunneling microscopy in 0.01M NaCl solution 
and showed that Ta reduced the Al rate of dissolution about 100 times compared to pure 
Al sample for the first 30 h of immersion. The investigation releveled that concentration 
of Ta species in the oxide layer were more than Al and where Al-Ta bonds are stronger 
than Al-Al bonds resulting compact oxide layer. This behavior was probably blocking the 
paths used by Cl- ions to reach the oxide/metal interface [157]. Similarly, a study made 
on influence of Nb and V on surface films of titanium-based alloys, showed increased 
corrosion resistance in order of Ti-Nb>Ti>Ti-V. The protection action of Nb was 
attributed to the stabilizing effect of the Nb+5 cations on the passive film formed at the Ti 
surface. The stoichiometric defects such as anion vacancies caused by the presence of sub-
oxides were compensated by Nb+5 cations. The alloy containing V showed sensitivity 
towards the localized corrosion which was correlated to the dissolution of vanadium at the 
electrolyte/oxide film interface.  The dissolution reaction was attributed to the solid-state 




diffusion through the oxide film [158], [159]. Rosalbino et al. evaluated the influence of 
heavy rare earth elements i.e. Er on the corrosion properties of Al-Er and Al-Mg-Er alloys 
in borate buffer 0.1 M NaCl solutions. The investigation revealed that as the concentration 
of Er increases in the alloy, it appears to provide a beneficial effect on the corrosion 
behavior of the investigated alloys. The protection action of the Er in Al-Er alloy was 
described as improved stability of oxide/passive film due to less negative effects exerted 
by the Al3Er-matrix galvanic coupling compare to other phases that predominates at low 
Er contents [160]. 
The current interest in micro-alloyed Al with multiple elements centers on an 
excellent combination of mechanical properties without sacrificing its service 
performance in corrosive environment. Therefore, in present research the purpose is to 
study the synergistic effects of micro-alloying addition of V, Ta, or Nb to Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si 
alloys on the mechanical and corrosion behavior using tensile testing and electrochemical 
techniques, respectively. The detailed microstructural characterization, trialuminide 
nanoprecipitates analysis and creep properties of micro-alloyed Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si (BM), Al-
Er-Sc-Zr-Si-V (BM-V), Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-Ta (BM-Ta), and Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-Nb (BM-Nb) 
alloys have already been discussed elsewhere indicating the wider application of these 
alloys [16], [134], [150], [161], [162]. Moreover, the review by Luca et al. also discussed 
briefly the effects of rare-earth, transition metals, inoculants and solid solution elements 
onto the L12 Al3M precipitates [152]. In this study the preliminary investigations are 
undertaken as the mechanical and corrosion behavior of these alloys has not been 




6.2 Materials and Methods  
6.2.1 Fabrication and Mechanical Characterization  
The peak aged alloys for corrosion studies were used as-received. The alloys are 
cast aluminum with micro-alloying additions of Sc, Er, Zr, V, Si, and X (where X = V, 
Nb, or Ta). Nominal compositions of Al–Sc–Er–Zr–Si alloys with V, Ta and Nb labeled 
as BM, BM-V, BM-Ta, BM-Nb respectively are given in Table 9. The as-received peak-
aged alloys were cast according to the procedure mentioned elsewhere [16], [134]. A short 
description for the casting procedure is as follows. Four alloys with nominal composition 
were arc-melted with the target composition (Table 9) (flipped and re-melted five times) 
in a water-cooled copper hearth furnace, using 99.99 at.% pure Al, 99.9 at.% pure Nb, 
99.9 at.% pure Ta, and master alloys consisting of Al–5.9 wt% Er, Al–2 wt% Sc, Al–
8 wt% Zr, and Al–12.6 wt% Si. The alloys were subjected to a homogenization treatment 
at 640 °C for 4 h. Following homogenization treatment, each alloy was peak-aged utilizing 
the time/temperature aging profile as optimized by Erdeniz et al. for BM, BM-V [16] and 
BM-Ta, BM-Nb [134]. 
To evaluate the mechanical properties of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-X, tensile tests on BM-
V, BM-Nb, and BM-Ta were carried out at room temperature and elevated temperature 
(200 °C). Tensile tests were carried out using MTS 30 kN test frame with contactable high 
temperature extensometer to maintain constant strain rate of 1x10-3 s-1. To ensure 





Table 9 Nominal composition in at. %, of alloying additions in aluminum. 
 
6.2.2 Electrochemical tests 
Electrochemical behavior of received Al alloys was assessed under naturally 
aerated conditions using a Gamry series G 300™ Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA 
controlled by a personal computer. The corrosion properties of the surface films were 
studied in 1% (w/v) NaCl aqueous solution at 23±1 °C in a closed Gamry Paracell™. The 
dilute electrolyte concentration was selected to avoid rapid destruction of oxide films due 
to aggressive nature of chloride ions. It would allow a more detailed study of mechanisms 
involved in corrosion protection offered by oxide thin film systems [163]. The setup 
consisted of Al-alloy substrate as working electrode, graphite plate as counter electrode, 
and bridge tube containing Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The working volume of 
corrosive solution was kept at 250 ml and exposed areas for working and counter 
electrodes were 1 cm2. Specimens (working electrode) were prepared by gradually 
grinding with 180-, 360-, 600-, 800- and finally 1200- grit papers in succession. The 
surface of the specimens was then polished with 3 µm diamond suspension using suitable 
cloth to give it a mirror like finishing followed by cleaning with deionized water, 




means of open circuit potential (OCP) followed by Electrochemical Impedance 
Spectroscopy (EIS) for different periods of immersion up to 78 h. The electrochemical 
measurements (OCP, EIS) were taken after every 0.5, 1.5, 6.0, 13, 19, 26, 32, 39, 45, 55, 
64, 78 hours. Potentiodynamic (PD) measurements were carried out only for single time 
i.e. 80 hours of immersion. EIS was conducted by sweeping the frequency from 105 to 
102 Hz at 10 mV AC amplitude. PD curves were recorded in corrosive solution starting 
from free potential and moving the potential from cathodic to anodic direction i.e. from -
2.0 volts and ended at 1.5 volts at a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s. Electrochemical tests were 
duplicated to ensure the repeatability.  
6.3 Results and Discussion  
6.3.1 Mechanical properties 
It has been reported previously by Vo et al. [162] and De Luca et. al. [164] that 
partial substitution of Sc in Al-Sc alloys with Si, Zr, and Er (designated in this study as 
BM) significantly reduces the cost yet maintaining high temperature creep resistance. This 
is due to the formation of coherent nanoprecipitates with core/double-shell structure 
because of sequential precipitation pertaining to different diffusivities of alloying 
elements. Consequently, BM-X alloys, with microadditions of V, Nb, or Ta, are reported 
to have high ambient-temperature strength and elevated temperature creep resistance than 
BM [16], [134]. Hence, the objective of this section is to compare mechanical properties 





Figure 45 Stress-strain curves at a constant strain rate of 1x10-3 s-1 at a) Room 
temperature and b) 200 °C. BM-V has highest strength at both conditions, however, 























































Figure 45 Stress-strain curves at a constant strain rate of 1x10-3 s-1 at a) Room 
temperature and b) 200 °C. BM-V has highest strength at both conditions, however, the 
difference of strength at elevated temperature is quite small. 
Figure 45a shows room temperature tensile test results at 1x10-3 s-1 strain rate. The 
order of yield and tensile strengths is that BM-V > BM-Nb > BM-Ta, whereas all BM-X 
alloys have % elongations in the range of 19 – 25 % at room temperature. Figure 45b 
compares high temperatures tensile properties of BM-X alloys at 200 °C and 1x10-3 s-1 
strain rate. Similar trend can be observed in terms of strengths, as seen at room temperature 
but with narrow differences. Table 10 display yield strength and % drop strength of BM-
X alloys. Percent drop in strength from room temperature to elevated temperature is an 
important metric to evaluate the high temperature performance of these alloys. BM-V has 
highest yield strength of 115.4 MPa at room temperature, however the drop by 45.5 % at 
200 °C is also highest compared to BM-Nb and BM-Ta. According to this criteria BM-Ta 
with only 33.3% drop in yield strength has shown highest tendency to maintain strength 
at elevated temperature. Therefore, Ta- as well as Nb- containing alloys have more 
effective high temperature precipitation strengthening than V-containing alloy. This is in 
agreement with the characterization results published by Erdeniz et al. [134] which show 
that Ta- and Nb- containing alloys have improved precipitate coarsening resistance than 





Table 10 Summary of yield strength values for Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-X alloys, obtained 
from stress-strain generated at ambient temperature and 200 °C using constant 









6.3.2 Open circuit potential  
The variations in the OCP vs. time usually provide information about redox 
reactions occurring on the surface, and properties and behavior of the resulting 
oxide/passive layer formed at the metal/electrolyte interface. Generally, in oxygenated and 
neutral medium, Al oxidation process is two-sided: on one side of oxide layer, oxidation 
reaction occurs between corrosive environment and metal surface dividing the two solids 
i.e. Al and Al oxide layer; while on outer side solid Al oxide layer remains in contact with 
corrosive medium. The formed passive layer dissolves extra stoichiometric Al, water and 
oxygen converting into two-sided non-stoichiometric phase. The thickness of the Al film 
increases due to the flux of cations and anions. The resulting oxide layer is composed of 
inner crystalline adherent, compact, and stable, whereas outer porous and less stable layer 
[165]. For dilute Al alloys, the growth mechanism of oxide film can be considered as 





Temperature (°C) RT 200 -- 
BM-V 115.4 62.9 45.5 
BM-Nb 96.7 59.9 38.1 




growth on the pure Al as in both cases the films are comprised primarily of amorphous 
alumina [166].  
 
A set of OCP transient vs. time plot for BM, BM-V, BM-Nb, and BM-Ta alloys 
obtained after immersing freshly polished specimens are presented in Figure 46. In 
general, three main regions were observed in the OCP plots: (a) steady increase in potential 
up to 13 hr of immersion, (b) decaying potential up to 45 hr of immersion, and (c) steady-
state potential up to 78 hr. From the OCP plots, the initial potentials of BM and other 
compositions show similar values around ~-1080 mV ±15 mV, after that BM and BM-V 


































Figure 46 Variations in OCPs vs. Time for Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si (BM) and BM alloys 




potential shifts steeply upward. It can be seen that after 13 hr of immersion BM and BM-
V alloy exhibited potential of around ~-954 mV and ~-963 mV respectively. In 
comparison, after 13 hr the potentials of BM-Ta and BM-Nb did not show sharp rise in 
the beginning and remain at the value of ~-1056 mV and ~-1073 mV respectively. For Al, 
it is already established that formation of resistive oxide film increases the potential of Al 
surface from its theoretical potential ~-1855 mV to around ~-755 mV vs. Ag/AgCl in 
sodium chloride neutral aqueous solution [167]. The initial free potentials of BM and 
alloys indicate a difference of ~-250 mV (more negative) from the characteristic potential 
(~-755 mV) of Al surface covered with oxide in NaCl aqueous solution. This difference 
in the shifting of OCP indicates the effect of added element on electrochemical properties 
of BM and alloys. It was also reported that addition of minor amounts of other elements 
in pure Al can shift the OCP into the negative direction. For instance, alloying with gallium 
in a small amount can shifts the free potential of pure Al towards negative direction as 
much as ~850 mV [168]. The electrochemical behavior of peak aged BM and alloys can 
be attributed to micro-precipitates accumulated at the grain boundaries along with 
nanoprecipitates enriched Al matrix [16], [134], [164] which electrochemically activates 
the Al surface [165]. In main matrix or at grain boundaries these precipitates wet or create 
metallic contact between the metal and added elements enriched phases and provide 
depassivation of the overlying film at such locations to some extent.  
During first region of OCP plot, BM and BM-V shows sharp rise in the potential 
(positive direction) indicating the exposed cathodic sites which can easily shift 




be suppressive which is an indication of higher electrochemical activity of Nb and Ta 
containing precipitates at the metal-oxide interface. This behavior seems to be agreed with 
the fact that in the presence of protective oxide layer including covering the cathodic sites, 
the surface can easily be polarized towards the direction of negative potential under 
cathodic control. This behavior is more pronounced during second region of OCP plot, 
where potential is significantly becoming negative under cathodic control indicating the 
coverage of cathodic sites present on the surface. The OCP of BM-Nb shows a minimum 
of ~-1145 mV potential after 32 hr of immersion indicating the higher activity of BM 
alloys with the inclusion of Nb. Nb and Ta has very high reactivity towards almost all salt 
solution and acids generating amorphous oxide films which places them at the nobler end 
of electromotive series [169]. It was also reported previously that OCP transient in the 
negative direction can be attributed to electrochemical activation of a surface layer of 
metal which in turn causes the poor filiform corrosion susceptibility [170]. The potential 
of BM showed a rapid decline moving towards negative direction and became almost 
similar to BM-Nb i.e. ~-1120 mV after 45 hr. From this behavior it can be inferred that in 
case of BM, in first region of OCP plots, anodically control reactions (positively potential) 
change to cathodically control reaction (negatively potential) in second region of OCP 
plots. Compare to BM, BM-V exhibited a delayed drop in the potential towards negative 
direction and after 45 hr it showed ~-1098 mV similar to BM-Ta ~-1090 mV. However, 
in second region, compared to other alloys, BM-Ta showed a gradual decline in the 
potential up to 45 hr of immersion. In third region of OCP plots, the potential transients 




bulk Al matrix which usually can be found after anodic dissolution of active layer in 
polarization curves (potential vs current) [170]. In third region, contrary to BM and alloys, 
BM-Ta showed a continuous decline in the potential and ended at ~-1155 mV. This 
behavior can be attributed to the delayed activity shown by Ta precipitates compared to 
Nb precipitates. Also, in third region of OCP plots, BM, BM-V and BM-Nb showed 
virtually stable potential up to 78 hr and ends at a similar value of potential around ~-1130 
mV ±5 mV. This stable potential cannot be classified as passivity but instead as stationary 
activity [171].   
6.3.3 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
In order to obtain information about characteristics of surface layer formed on BM 
and alloys, EIS tests were carried out in 1 wt. % NaCl over different period of immersion. 
EIS is a useful and non-destructive method which provide qualitative and quantitative 
information about the processes occurring on working electrode surface. The nature of the 
passive oxide layer on Al effects the corrosion rate and nature of corrosive attack. 
Impedance spectra have been presented as Bode magnitude, Bode phase plots and Nyquist 
plots in Figure 47 (a-b), Figure 48 (a-b) and Figure 49 (a-b) for BM and BM alloys 
obtained after 6 and 78 hr of immersion respectively. The EIS plots obtained after 0.5 and 
1.5 hr (not shown here and modeled) for BM alloys (except BM) exhibited large data 
scattering indicating large current fluctuations due a surface film with large number of 
discontinuities at the beginning of immersion. The equivalent circuits used to model the 
EIS spectra for BM and alloys, and values obtained after fitting the spectra are presented 



























































Figure 47 Bode plots after 6 hr of immersion in 1 wt. % NaCl aqueous solution of 
Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si (BM) and BM alloys with V, Ta and Nb (a) impedance vs freq. and 










Figure 49 Nyquist plots after (a) 6 hr and (b) 78 hr of immersion in 1 wt. % NaCl 
aqueous solution of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si (BM) and BM alloys with V, Ta and Nb 
Figure 48 Bode plots after 78 hr of immersion in 1 wt. % NaCl aqueous solution of 
Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si (BM) and BM alloys with V, Ta and Nb (a) impedance vs freq. and 



















Figure 50 Proposed equivalent circuits to fit EIS plots obtained during 78 hr of immersion 
in 1 wt. % NaCl aqueous solution (a) BM upto 13 hr, (b) BM upto 78 hr (c) BM-V, BM-Ta, 












Figure 51 Variations in polarization resistance, Rp (EIS) vs. Time for Al-Er-Sc-Zr-
Si (BM) and BM alloys with V, Ta and Nb during 80 hours of immersion in 1 wt. % 























































The EIS spectra obtained for BM substrate were modelled using simplest model 
i.e. parallel combination of one time constant (CPEoverall) and resister (Rp) up to 13 hr 
of immersion and with an inclusion of extra impedance using Warburg element up to 78 
hr. The impedance of the Warburg element (|Z_diff |) was calculated using the equation; 
|Z_diff |=√2 σ/ω^(1/2), Where  σ is Warburg constant and can be calculated using 
magnitude of the admittance Yo at ω=1 rad/sec (~0.16 Hz) using equation; σ=1/(√2×Yo). 
The Yo value can be obtained by fitting the circuit which includes Warburg impedance. 
The units of σ and Yo are ohm·sec-1/2 and siemens·sec1/2 respectively. The selection of 
suitable equivalent electrical circuit was made on the basis of shape of Bode phase and 
Nyquist profiles and accuracy of fitting for different combination of circuits as judged by 
the minimum error distribution vs. frequency (χ2 values). It is also important to mention 
that the proposed circuit model should account the kinetics of the involved electrochemical 
processes which includes, Al dissolution, oxygen reduction (ORR) and hydrogen 
evolution reaction (HER), diffusion of species from bulk electrolyte to surface and vice 
versa. Sometimes, the proposed equivalent circuit suggests poor fitting due to 
consideration of only ORR contribution as the experiments are carried out at Ecorr [171]. 
For instance, in case of BM, initially the overall response of the system was due to the 
superposition of combined responses related to oxide layer, possible defects and metal-
oxide interface and the elements (Rp-overall) encompass all the information related within 
them. Generally, each element in the model circuit associates with each of the processes 
occurring on the surface. In addition to it, range of frequencies is related to the different 




three region responses associated with localized attack at higher frequency range, surface 
layer characteristics at slightly lower frequencies, then slowest process like transport of 
Al+3 ions across oxide layer at low frequency range [171]. The phase angle after 6 hr of 
immersion for BM (Figure 48b) indicate dominant capacitive behavior (~-60°) starts at 
high frequency (~0.78 kHz) exhibited a frequency independent plateau region with a 
minimum of (~-78°) and continue to low frequency. After a frequency of ~0.6 Hz, the 
phase angle rises sharply and ended (@0.01 Hz) with a slight dominant capacitive 
behavior (~-50°). The evolution of phase angle would agree with the fact that BM 
produced compact and stable protective surface layer. In addition, a dominant capacitive 
behavior at low frequency (characteristics of metal surface) also indicate the presence of 
well adherent inner crystalline layer. The presence of incomplete semicircle and highly 
capacitive loop in Nyquist profile (Figure 49a) also corroborate with the phase angle 
behavior. Further, after 13 hr immersion of BM, Warburg impedance element (semi-
infinite linear diffusion) in model circuit Figure 50b indicates the hint of diffusion 
restricted process attributed to transport of cations and anions across oxide layer. This was 
also confirmed in the Nyquist plot (Figure 49b) where the arc-shaped termination of such 
ill-defined and unfinished segment in Nyquist plot as well appeared in phase angle profile 
at very low frequency i.e. @ 0.01Hz approaching proximity to 45°.  
For BM alloys, the selected equivalent electrical circuit model enables the 
evaluation separately of the contribution of each process. In this circuit model, the loop of 
Rp-overall has been divided into two loops i.e. Rp-oxide and Rct resulting in the circuit 




take account of pores or defects exist in this layer and the later accounts for metal-oxide 
interface. A double layer capacitance (Cct) (ideal capacitor) was used instead of a constant 
phase element (CPEct) as during circuit fitting the coefficient “n” of CPEct came up with 
a value of 1, recovering a perfect capacitor. Previous studies showed that using CPEct 
instead of Cct indicates that properties of the double-layer are heterogeneous among the 
studied Al alloy surface [172]. The proposed equivalent electrical circuit for BM alloys 
also describes the mass transfer control Warburg impedance. The phase angle behavior of 
BM-Nb after 6 hr immersion exhibited similar profile shape as of BM except the lesser 
degree of capacitive behavior. The phase angle after 6 hr of immersion for BM-Nb (Figure 
48b) indicate dominant capacitive behavior (~-60°) starts at higher frequency (~0.78 kHz) 
and exhibited a frequency independent plateau region with a minimum of (~-65°) 
indicating less stable and protective layer compare to BM. The slight hump at intermediate 
frequency range (~0.16 kHz-~2.0 Hz) also confirms the diffusive nature of the outer layer. 
After a frequency of ~0.6 Hz, the phase angle profile rises gradually instead of sharp rise 
as observed in BM and ended (@0.01 Hz) with a dominant diffusive behavior (~-43°) 
indicating porous inner layer compare to BM. Also, this behavior can be observed from 
incomplete Nyquist plots for BM-Nb which presents an initial well-defined arc followed 
by a very small branch which could be assigned to an unfinished diffusion tail. The phase 
angle behavior of BM-Ta and BM-V exhibited very much same trend. The phase angle 
approaching to zero at lower frequency ranges indicates a defective and loosely adherent 




The Bode impedance plots (log |Z| vs Frequency) after 6 hr immersion shown in 
Figure 47a, exhibited two distinct regions for BM, whereas three regions were observed 
for BM-Nb, BM-V and BM-Ta. The third region for BM-Nb was ill-defined.  The higher 
frequency region (~1-100 kHz) was due to the response of electrolyte resistance, whereas 
the broad low and middle region with slop of ~-0.9 displayed response of film capacitance. 
In addition, this region also depicts the extent of localized corrosion as even small number 
of pits produces large changes in this region [173]. In this region, the Bode impedance 
plots for BM, BM-V and BM-Ta displayed a slop between -0.82 to -0.9. For BM-Nb, the 
slop was around ~-0.7 may be attributed to the activity by the Nb containing micro/nano 
precipitates also indicated by OCP plot. The third region in the low frequency range, 
indicates a diffusion-controlled process within the oxide film at metal/film is responsible 
for the EIS spectra observed [174]. This behavior is more pronounced for BM-V and BM-
Ta compare to BM-Nb also indicating diffusion of reactants and/or products to the 
metal/film interface [173]. 
Proceeding further, Figure 48 (a-b) shows the Bode plots after 78 hr of immersion. 
The phase angle profiles exhibited less degree of capacitive behavior (except BM-Ta) at 
lower frequency region compare to shorter period of immersion indicating the improved 
surface film near the. For BM-Ta, the capacitive behavior at ~0.3Hz shifting from ~-65° 
to ~-75° indicating a well-established inner surface layer. For BM-Ta, contrary to 6 hr of 
immersion, from Bode impedance diagram (Figure 48a), it can be observed that longer 
period of exposure is characterized by the presence of a rise in the value of |Z| at lowest 




exposure, the values of oxide capacitance (Cox) for BM-Ta are decreasing from 1.77 to 
0.752 F/cm2 ×10-05, this fall can be related to increase in the thickness of the layer 
covering the alloy surface. This evolution agrees with the polarization resistance (Rp) 
which is shown here as sum of all the impedance provided by oxide layer (Roxide), charge 
transfer resistance offered by metal surface (Rct) and impedance arise due to diffusion at 
metal/film interface the (|Zdiff|). The Rp vs. Time plot (Figure 51) exhibited that Rp for 
BM-Ta is continuously increasing i.e. from 1.39 to 4.21×1005 Ohm.cm2 up to 39 hr of 
exposure and after that exhibited a slight decline. On the other hand, the Cct values largely 
increased from 1.87 to 3.46 ×10-05 F/cm2, it can be related to the increase in local 
dielectric effect around the precipitates due higher and effective increase in the surface 
area of the matrix surrounding the precipitates. This trend of Cct was not observed in case 
of BM-Nb and BM-V as the Cct was decreasing with exposure time indicating reduction 
of the area of contact between the precipitates and the matrix [171]. The apparent decrease 
in the Rp values of BM and BM-Nb with increasing exposure time can be related to the 
increase in the activity necessary to produce the increase in the thickness of layer. This 
activity causes the creation of image charges of the same magnitude but of opposite sign 
at the oxide/metal interface, sufficient to accelerate Al+3 through the oxide to the 
film/solution interphase generating an electrical field which could be responsible for the 
reduction observed for Rp during this period of time [171], [175]. For BM-V, it can be 
observed that values of Rp remains lower than the other alloys for the all the periods of 
immersion.  In principle it can be inferred from the electrochemical results that zones near 




compare to BM and BM-V comparison with BM-Ta which showed a relatively delayed 
activity alter at longer period of immersion.  
6.3.4 Potentiodynamic polarization 
The polarization curves of BM and BM alloys are presented in Figure 52 and 
Figure 53. The polarization curves can be characterized by a number of corrosion 
potentials which is an indication of an unstable passive system. Similar corrosion 
behaviors have been reported for chromium and chromium alloys in acidic and acidic 
chloride solutions [33]. The OCP values (Figure 46) for BM and BM alloys after 80 hr 
exposure are in a range of ~-1125 mV to ~-1150 mV. While these potentials in 
potentiodynamic curves correspond to the active zones indicating that corrosion potential 
of the system is situated way below the pitting nucleation potential. This finding indicates 
that no crystallographic pits will formed during entire period of immersion except at 
higher potentials during transient [171]. In the presence of aggressive anions such as 
chloride, Cl− the protective oxide layers become unstable and deteriorates locally resulting 
film breakdown and pitting. Natishan et al. reviewed a number of theories and mechanisms 
on initiation of pitting corrosion and focused on interaction of Cl− with the protective 
oxide film on pure aluminum [176]. The observations for Cl− interactions with Al- might 
be applicable to micro-alloyed added aluminum. As mentioned previously, the initiation 
of pitting corrosion can be classified into three general groups 1) ion penetration of the 
oxide, 2) ion displacement leading to oxide thinning, and 3) breakdown and repair of 
oxides [176]–[178]. It may be inferred from prevailing mechanism of pitting that in the 




potentials on PD curve. Due to improved thermodynamic activity of Al as a result of active 
micro/nano precipices, promotes the formation and reparation of aluminum oxy-
hydroxides multiple times until the potential is high enough leading to initiation of pitting. 
A typical PD curve for BM (Figure 53) shows only one corrosion potential i.e. E3~-1220, 
and there exist three small troughs before and after it i.e. E1~-1350, E2~-1250 and Epit ~-
790 mV respectively. In literature, the pitting incubation potential of aluminum in neutral 
chloride solution is a value around ~-790 mV vs EAg/AgCl [170], [179] and values above 
than this were observed for BM and BM-alloys. Compared to BM and BM-Nb, BM-Ta 
and BM-V were characterized by a positive shift in the corrosion potential indicating 
reduce electrochemical activation. BM-V also exhibited high corrosion current relative to 
the other BM alloys. The corrosion potential of BM-Ta also seems to be more positive 
than BM and BM-Nb, but less positive than BM-V. These results also corroborate with 
the OCP trends where BM-Ta showed delayed activity compare to BM and other BM 
alloys. BM-Nb also exhibited highly negative corrosion potential and tendency for discrete 
oxidation peaks which shows that BM-Nb surface is more active than the other materials 
in measured potential range. The highly negative corrosion potential exhibited by the BM-
Nb may also be related to the absence of cathodic segregations, which are needed to 
polarize the matrix to the pitting potential [165]. It is noteworthy that at higher potential, 
for all alloys anodic part of the polarization curves have strikingly similar profile and did 
not exhibit any oxidation peaks despite significant difference in the cathodic polarization 
curves. The pitting potentials for all alloys were also found very much similar i.e. a value 




at E1~-1340, E2~-1170, E3~-990 and pitting potential (Epit) ~-750 mV. The transition 
anodic-cathodic in the current density between E1-E2 and E2 and E3 can be attributed to 
the cathodic reactions occurring on the passive surface at a rate greater than the rate of 
passive dissolution. Moreover, it was also reported that generated metal cations may affect 
the cathodic depolarisation consequently contributing to the observed effects on the 
corrosion [180]. The cathodic branch of BM-V also exhibited two small troughs i.e. at 
potential E1~-1450, E2~-1120 before the corrosion potential i.e. E3~-740. The anodic 
branch of the curve did not exhibit a discrete pitting potential as observed in other cases. 
Considering the pitting potential of other alloys, it seems that for BM-V the pitting has 
been occurred at corrosion potential E3~~-740. It can also be inferred from these results 
that V containing nano/micro precipitates are not enough active to promote the 
thermodynamic activity of matrix. Similarly, for BM-Ta, the PD curve only exhibit one 
distinct peak E1~-1250 mV below the corrosion potential E2~-790 mV. The Epit~-1250 
mV for BM-Ta was similar to the other alloys. Usually, pits do not initiate or propagate 
below the protection potential and more negative Epit indicates an easier breakdown and 
initiation of pits. The pitting potential of the four alloys shows that varying the alloying 
elements do not affect the pitting potential and the alloys are equally susceptible to pitting 
corrosion.       
The additions of trace amount of group IIIA-VA elements to Al forms the basis of 
sacrificial aluminum anodes for cathodic protection in chloride solutions. The cited 
literature confirms that presence of trace amount of Si, Ge, Ti, Zr, and Sn significantly 




potential in the active direction [181], [182]. However, the mechanism by which trace 
amount of group IIIB, IVB, VB and rare earth elements activates the aluminum surface is 
needed to be explored more. A detailed investigation of Al-traces alloys with varying the 
individual element content will be reported in the near future. However, from the previous 
literature, the electrochemical surface activation can be explained in terms of three main 
phenomenon i.e. enrichment of the surface by these added trace elements, wetting 
enriched trace elements particles and the aluminum metal, and de-passivation of the 
overlying oxide at such locations [165], [170]. Although, alloys of Al with individual 
element at higher concertation like Al-Ta, Al-Sc, Al-Zr etc has reported the presence of 
these elements in the oxide layer consequently effecting the corrosion properties. These 
issues will also require attention for the case of trace elements. Moreover, the role of 




























































Figure 52 Potentiodynamic for Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si (BM) and BM alloys with V, Ta and 









































































































Figure 53 Potentiodynamic discrete curves for (Left)Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si (BM), BM-Ta 





6.3.5 Surface analysis   
Photomicrographs showing pitting morphology on BM and BM alloys after the 
PD experiments are presented in Figure 54 (a-i). In general, for all BM alloys, the surfaces 
with locally attacked portions exhibited irregular shaped pits as well as some small and 
hemispherical pits on the grain boundaries can be observed. The pitting morphology of 
the studied BM alloys was unaffected with changing the composition of the 
nanoprecipitates.  As reported in earlier that Al3(Er,Sc,Zr,V,Ta,Nb) nanoprecipitates on 
surface are coherent with the matrix having lesser flaws and discontinuities at the interface 
compare to large size precipitates. It was also reported that presence of large size of 
precipitate decreased the pitting potential. It can be seen that the pitting potentials of all 
BM alloys have similar values suggesting similar size precipitates [156], [183]. However, 
in general for all BM alloys the pits were found all over the surfaces as can be seen in 
Figure 54f. The breakdown of the oxide layer around the pits can be seen in the Figure 
54g where pits are covered by white gelatinous product of the Al(OH)3 (Corrosion 
Chimney) which solidifies upon drying. The Al(OH)3 pumped buy the pits and dries 
eventually and cracks in form of mud-cracking. From these results, it be inferred that 
nanoprecipitates actively contribute to the pitting corrosion by providing active sides for 
intensive pitting which is a similar behavior in case of alloys containing larger number of 
intermetallics due to inherent discontinuities at precipitate/oxide/electrolyte interface 








Figure 54 Scanning electron micrograph showing pitting formation after the 
potentiodynamic polarization experiments for 80 hr exposure in an aqueous solution 
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In this study we investigated the mechanical and electrochemical response of high 
temperature Al-0.07Zr-0.02Sc-0.005Er-0.06Si (at. %) with micro-additions of Group 5 
transition elements (V, Nb, or Ta) added individually. Mechanical properties were 
evaluated at room temperature and 200 °C using tensile tests. V-containing alloy showed 
20 – 30 MPa higher room temperature yield strength than Nb- and Ta- containing alloys. 
However, keeping room temperature properties as reference point, there was significant 
drop in the yield strength at 200 °C for V-containing alloy which indicates that Ta- and 
Nb- containing alloys have better performance at elevated temperature. This is attributed 
to improved precipitate coarsening resistance. 
Electrochemical characterization shows significant activation Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-X 
alloys, with reference to pure aluminum. The shift in OCP potential towards negative 
direction indicated the extent of activation which can be correlated with the enrichment of 
the aluminum surface by these elements which was resulted from precipitation hardening. 
The decreased resistance of the surface films formed on alloy surface contained Nb, Ta, 
V individually was also observed. Moreover, the film resistance of BM-Nb was higher 
compare to BM-Ta and BM-V at the beginning and declined with increased exposure. 
Contrary to Ta containing alloy, initially the resistance of surface films was lower and 
increased with exposure time which can be attributed to delayed activity shown by Ta 
enrichment. Overall and for all periods of exposure, the film resistance of BM was higher 
and decreasing with increased exposure time indicating a less defective passive layer. The 




the alloy was cathodically scan. This can be attributed to formation of unstable surface 
films formed on the alloy surface at different potentials. Preliminary findings exhibited 
that micro-alloy addition of transition elements follow a course of surface activation due 
to surface enrichment that differs somewhat from that without these transition elements. 
Finally, the order of electrochemical activity shown by surfaces in saline media is 
Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-Nb ≈ Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-Ta > Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si > Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-V. While, the 
order of mechanical strength is Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-V > Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-Nb > Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-
Ta > Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si. Current study justifies the addition of Group 5 elements (Nb, Ta, or 
V) to improve ambient and elevated temperature mechanical properties with slight 





CHAPTER VII  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
Aluminum alloys are important structural materials due to their low density which 
gives them the edge over steels, Ti-, and Ni- based alloys in terms of specific strength. 
The major downside of these alloys is their limited application at elevated temperature due 
to the presence of metastable precipitates in most conventional precipitation hardenable 
aluminum alloys. In this dissertation I selected a recently developed scandium containing 
aluminum alloy, which is designed for high temperature applications. My aim was to alter 
the properties, processing, performance of this alloy to optimize room temperature 
strength, elevated strength/ductility combination, and thermal stabilities (ability to 
maintain microhardness after subjecting to various temperatures). Through the application 
of Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP), I was able to modify the structure, refine grain 
size down to submicron diameter, and tailor the precipitation kinetics and nucleation sites. 
Major conclusions from this study are as follows: 
7.1 Conclusions 
1. New aluminum alloy containing micro-additions of rare-earths and transition 
metals to be used up to 400°C. Strengths up to 16 MPa with 6 % elongation at 400 
°C was achieved for aged Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V alloy. 
2. Selection of ECAP route: 4Bc as most effective to produce refined grain structure 




Maximum tensile strength of ~190 MPa: through precipitation hardening followed 
by grain refinement using ECAP route 4Bc. 
3. One significant finding was the ability of supersaturated (homogenized) Al-Er-Sc-
Zr-V-Si alloys to dynamically precipitate nanosized trialuminides during room 
temperature ECAP using route 4Bc. Deformation driven accelerated diffusion led 
to decomposition of this alloy during ECAP is an important discovery. It will serve 
as a cost-effective and time-effective processing path to mass produce this alloy 
with combined effect of precipitation hardening and grain refinement. 
4. Thermal stability depends on the processing condition of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-V alloy 
and shows a trade off with strength. Up to 250 °C with 62 HV (peak-aged followed 
by ECAP) and up to 400 °C with 52 HV (peak-aged only). 
5. Grain growth mechanisms during deformation are controlled by precipitates. 43 % 
more grain growth in H-ECAP during deformation. In contrast only 13 % more 
grain growth in PA-ECAP during deformation. 
6. Intergranular precipitates (along GBs) restrain grain coarsening and rotation in PA-
ECAP. Intragranular precipitates (grain interior) in H-ECAP promotes high 
strength due to dislocation trapping in grain interior. 
7. Order of electrochemical activity shown by surfaces in saline media is Al-Er-Sc-
Zr-Si-Nb ≈ Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-Ta > Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si-V > Al-Er-Sc-Zr-Si. However, no 
significant difference in corrosion properties of all four alloy systems was 
observed. Nevertheless, these micro-alloyed precipitation hardenable alloys are 




7.2 Future directions 
Results and analysis reported in this dissertation open a path for better processing 
of precipitation hardenable high temperature Al-Sc alloys through application of severe 
plastic deformation. Through double-aging heat treatment of Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si we 
confirmed formation of core-shell precipitates and after ECAP of aged alloy we see that 
the structure is conserved. However, one of the main questions yet to be answered is 
whether the precipitates formed during room temperature ECAP in supersaturated alloy 
are also core-shell? These precipitates are formed deformation accelerated diffusion rather 
than thermally-activated conventional aging process. Characterization of dynamic 
precipitates using techniques such as atom probe tomography (APT), is an important 
future direction that can be explored. Other areas of future direction in this system are 
much broader and can be classified into processing, properties and performance areas: 
1. Processing: Rare-earths and transition metals have very limited solubility in 
aluminum. There may be a tendency for other elements to precipitate out 
during ECAP at room temperature. Hence, another prospect is to explore 
dynamic precipitation and thermal stability of Nb- and Ta- containing Al-Er-
Sc-Zr-Si alloys after SPD. 
2. Processing: Additive manufacturing route for Al-Sc alloys to produce near net-
shape aerospace components with better distribution of precipitates. The 
process can be designed such that there is dynamic precipitation during 
formation of a product. This will be exhaustive study to optimize processing 




combination of strength and ductility of the component both, at room 
temperature as well as elevated temperature. 
3. Properties: Al-Er-Sc-Zr-V-Si alloy have stable nonoperculate which alloy high 
thermal stability for this alloy. One future direction would be to use this model 
and merge it with commercial 6000 and 7000 aluminum alloy series to further 
enhance their high temperature properties. For instance, Al-Si alloy which is 
also categorized as a high temperature alloy, can be microalloyed with the 
established composition of Sc, Er, Zr, and V as studied in this dissertation. 
There is always possibility of some interaction with current phases, but it is 
likely to give a synergistic effect and enhance the mechanical properties. 
4. Performance: Current work showed that there is slight difference between the 
mechanical properties of V- Nb- and Ta- containing alloys. And a recent study 
by Dinc et al. (2018) also evaluated similar creep behavior for these three 
compositions. For design consideration and to establish a selection criterion, 
high temperature fatigue characterization can also be employed to evaluate a 
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